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SPACE SHUTTLE ABORT SEPARATION 
PRESSURE INVESTIGAToN 
By D. A. Love, etc. 
SUMMARY
 
This report presents pressure data obtained from a joint Langley Research
Center (LaRC)/Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Space Shuttle abort stage
separation wind tunnel test. 
The .00556 scale models of the McDonnell-Douglas

orbiter and booster configurations were tested in proximity in Tunnel A of the
Von Karman Facility (VKF), Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) during
the time period of July 22 to July 27, 1971. 
Data were obtained for nominal
Mach numbers of 5.0, 3.0, and 2.0 and nominal Reynolds numbers of 1.09, 1.60,
and 1.74 million per foot, respectively. Pressure data were obtained for the
booster upper surface and orbiter lower surface at angles of attack of -10o, 
-5,

01 5, and 100 for zero degrees sideslip. For the complete pressure tap layout
refer to figures 1 and 2 and tables II and III. 
The models were tested at inci­dence angles of 0 and 5' for several separation distances and power conditions.
Plug nozzles utilizing air were used to simulate booster and orbiter plumes at
various altitudes along a nominal ascent trajectory. Powered conditions were
100, 50, and 0 percent of full power for the orbiter and 100, 50 and 0 percent
of full power for the booster. Data were also obtained with the booster canard
 
off in close proximity.
 
Plotted data for this test will be published under one data report number
(EMS-DR-1174) with six volumes as described below:
 
Volume Description 
I (Parts A & B) Mach Number 5 Booster Pressure Data 
II (Parts A & B) Mach Number 5 Orbiter Pressure Data 
III Mach Number 3 Booster Pressure Date 
IV Mach Number 3 Orbiter Pressure Data 
V Mach Number 2 Booster Pressure Data 




AEDC sTs 1163 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SMBOL DEFINITION 
a Speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
b/2 Vehicle wing semi-span; in. 
c Local airfoil chord; in. 
c.g. Center of gravity 
CP CP Pressure coefficient, P- - P' q 
L Body length; in. 
M MACH Free stream mach number; V/a 
PU" Local static pressure; psia 
PO Free stream total pressure; psia 
p. Free stream static pressure; psia 
q Dynamic pressure; psi 
RN/L RN/L Unit Reynolds number; per foot 
TO Freestream total temperature, 
OF 
V Velocity; m/sec, ft/sec 
.x Distance from vehicle nose; in. 
x/c X/C Local chord position 
x/L X/L Longitudinal position 
y Distance from lateral centerline, in. 

















Z/ B DELTAZ 
NOMENCLAfJE (Continued 
AEDc STS 1163 
DEFINITION 
Booster angle of attack; degrees
 
Orbiter angle of attack;, degrees 
Incidence angle between the orbiter and 
booster, ai = a0 - aB; degrees 
Angle of sideslip; degrees
 
Angle measured from vehicle top center­
line; degrees
 
Booster power, percent of full thrust 
Orbiter power, percent of full thrust
 
Distance between the c.g. of the orbiter
 
and booster measured parallel to the
 
longitudinal axis of the booster, positive
 
when the orbiter c.g. is forward of the
 
booster e.g., the distance has been norma­




Distance between the e.g. of the orbiter
 
and booster measured normal to the
 
longitudinal axis of the booster; positive
 
when the orbiter e.g. is above the booster
 
c.g., the distance has been normalized
 






The two configurations tested were the MDAC orbiter and booster, figures
 
3 and 4 respectively. The orbiter is basically the configuration illustrated
 
on MDAC drawing number 255BY0050. Modifications made on the orbiter to allow
 
for installation of the nozzle assembly are shown in figure 3.
 
The booster configuration is basically the configuration designated 19A
 
by MDAC (drawing number 256-19-0001). The body, wing, and canard of the 
booster model are that of configuration 19A except that the body does not have
 
a base flare or boattail, figure 4. The vertical tails are those which were
 
designed for the configuration designated 17 (drawing number 256-17-001). 
Dimensional data for both vehicles are shown in Table IV. Figures 7, 8, 
and 9 are photographs showing both models and models with associated separa­
tion hardware. Figures 8 and 9 also show the trip strip installation. For 




Two plug nozzle systems were designed and fabricated to simulate the
 
rocket exhause plume emitting from the booster and orbiter main propulsion
 
systems during the staging. Each nozzle was designed based on the gasdynamic

simulation parameters established in Ref. 1. A variable area ratio capability
 
was 	incorporated into both nozzle systems to permit the proper gasdynamic
 
simulation of the full scale rocket exhause plume at the various trajectory

conditions of interest. Photographs of the nozzle hardware are shown in
 
figures 10, 11 and 12.
 
Nozzle Calibration Test Objectives
 
The 	objectives of the nozzle calibration test were:
 
o 	 Establish, experimentally, nozzle performance characteristics
 
for the range of area ratio settings to be used-with the booster
 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively.
 
o 	 Establish the degree of plume simulation obtained with the booster
 
and orbiter nozzles, respectively.
 
o 	 Establish a curve (based on experimental results) of nozzle exit
 




Calibration testing of the booster and orbiter plug nozzles was accom­
plished in Tunnel C of the Arnold Engineering Development Center's Von Karmon
 
Gas Dynamics Facility. The nozzles were tested individually at a series of area
 
ratio settings. Nozzle operating conditions (chamber pressure, Poj; and chamber
 
temperature, Toj) were maintained in a range compatible with the abort staging
 
test conditions. A~quiescent low pressure, Pb, condition was maintained in the
 
test cell. Data recorded at each area ratio setting included: optical data to
 
determine plume shapes; static pressure measurements on-the sting surface at
 
the nozzle exit; nozzle mass flow measurements; and pitot pressure surveys in
 
the plume at several locations downstream of the nozzle'exit plane. The various
 
test parameters sampled at each setting were correlated during the data evalu­
ation to establish actual nozzle performance characteristics.
 
In a parallel effort, analytical solutions of the nozzle flow field and nsso­
ciated plume were gnerated for various area ratio settings of the booster and
 
orbiter models. A'method of characteristics solution employing real gas thermo­
dynamic data for air was utilized in the calculations. Analytical results for
 




along sting'surface; and plots of constant Mach number and constant pitot pres-

These results formed a baseline for
 sure contours in the plume flow field. 

evaluating the experimentally measured performance of the plug nozzles.
 
A detailed evaluation of the calibration test results has been prepared
 
Included in this reference are curves relating
and presented in Reference 2. 

experimentally measured nozzle performance to nozzle area ratio settings for
 
both booster and orbiter. These curves were utilized to set the correct nozzle
 




Abort staging was simulated by movement of the orbiter model through
 
a matrix of points in the booster model flow field. Vertical and axial
 
translation of the orbiter model was provided by an electrically driven
 
The general arrangement of the
 
.remotely controlled positioning mechanism. 

models in the tunnel is shown in figure 5. The-orbiter positioning mecha­
nism and the booster model support were attached to the wind tunnel angle
 
of attack system which provided *10-degree angle of attack variation for
 
Incidence angle variation was provided
the booster-orbiter combination. 

by manual adjustment of the orbiter sting.
 
The orbiter positioning mechanism provided axial translation of 
approxi­
mately 17 inches and vertical translation of approximately 15 inches with
 
respect to the booster. An automatic control system allowed a series of'
 
positions to be programmed prior to a test ctun. The control system had pro­
visions for 25 different X-positions and 25 different Z-pbsitions. For these
 
tests, however, only a maximum of 6 X-positions and 5 Z-positions were uti­
lized. All X and Z positions except the first and-last could be switched
 
in or out of the matrix as desired.
 
The automatic positioning mechanism was utilized in the pitch pause mode
 
Pressure data -wasobtained at pre-selected angles of attack
for this test. 

for a given relative position after which the automatic mechanism.advanced
 
The entire matrix was covered in this manner.
 to the next matrix position. 

Plume simulation was provided by a single torodial nozzle in each model.
 
The nozzles were designed with variable area ratio capability to permit proper
 
simulation of the full-scale rocket plume at the various trajectory conditions
 
of interest. Pretest calibration of the nozzles was used to correlate area
 
ratio settings with measured plume shapes, nozzle mass flow, and nozzle exit
 
static pressure. Air heated to approximately 100°F was supplied to the nozzles;
 




TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
Tunnel A is a continuous, closed-circuit, variable density wind tunnel 
with an automatically driven flexible-plate-type nozzle and a 40- by 40-inch 
test section. The tunnel can be operated at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 6 at 
maximum stagnation pressures from 29 to 200 psip, respectively, and stagnation 
temperatures up to 750°R (Moo= 6). Minimum operating pressures range from 
about one-tenth to one-twentieth of the maximum at each Mach number. For a 





The DELTAX and DELTAZ distances were referenced to nominal center of
 
gravity locations on the orbiter and booster and to the booster body axis
 
system. The nominal e.g. for the orbiter was located 4.917 inches aft of
 
the nose, on the orbiter lateral centerline, and 1.390 inches below the top
 
fuselage surface. Nominal e.g. for the booster was 7.528 inches aft of the
 
model nose, on the booster lateral centerline, and 1.194 inches above the 
bottom fuselage surface. As illustrated in figure 6, the DELTAX distance is, 
then, parallel to the longitudinal axis of the booster and between the nomi­
nal center of gravity points on the orbiter and booster. The DELTAZ is per­
pendicular to the longitudinal axis of the booster and is the distance be­
tween the center of gravity points on the orbiter and booster. Values for 
DELTAX and DELTAZ are positive when the orbiter e.g. is forward and above 
the booster e.g. Both DELTAX and DELTAZ were normalized using the booster 
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ATAST OTS CONFIGURATION Stao P0 TTOOF PARALJETER'VALUES NO.DETA 
IDENTIFIER a 0 or M CC! RU RUNS X2 .IZO ./I6l.2z ,08$ .1cl
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NOTES: (1)-characters A through I refer to booster body, upper wing, lower wing, canard, & base, and orbiter 
body, upper wing, lower wing, & base, respectively. 
(2)-Characters 1 through 5 refer to angles of attack of -10, -5, 0, +5, & +10 degrees, respectively. 
aorfi A()= -10, -5, 0, +5, +10
 
SCHEDULES B(a)= -5, 0, +5
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NOTES: (1)-Ciaracters A through I refer to booster body, upper wing, lower wing, canard, & base, and orbitet
 
body, upper wing, lower wing, & base, respectively.
 
(2)-Caaracters 1 through 5 refer to angles of attack of -10, -5,0, +5,& +10 degrees, respectively.. 
aorfi A(a)= -10, -5, 0, +5, +10 
SCEXLES B(0)= -5, 0, +5 


























X X X 
X 
TABLE II 








(x/L)0 (y/b/2)0 Surface 
1 0 0 Lower Body 28 .498 .231 Lower Body. 
2 .019 Z9 .586 
3 .066 30 .674 
4 .145 31 .762 
5 .Z33 32 .854 
6 .321 33 .944 
7 .409 34 .674 .400 Lower Wing 
8 .498 35 .762 
9 .586 36 .854 
10 .676 37 .942 
11 .765 38 .764 .569 
12 .854 39 .854 
13 .943 40 .942 
14 .981 41 .852 .738 











18 .409 45 .981 -.007 Upper Wing 
19 .498 46 .981 .289 
20 .586 47 .939 
25 .233 .191 48 .851 , 
26 .321 .221 49 .981 .400 
27 .409 .231 50 .939 
x = Distance from orbiter nose 
y = Distance from orbiter centerline 
L = Orbiter length 27.153 cm (10.690 in.) 





BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS
 
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAPh LOGATION 
No. (x/L)B (y/b.!2)B Surface No. (x/L)B (y/b,/Z)B Surface 
1 .004 0 Body , 0 30 .243 .09Z Body, 0=240 
2 .014 31 .305 
3 .025 32 .367 
4 .062 33 .490
 
5 .IZ0 34 .613
 
6 .181 35 .737 
7 .243 36 .798 
8 .305 37 .860
 
9 .366 38 .921 
10 .490 39 .983
 
11 .613 40 .06Z .155 Body, e =450 
12 .737 41 .124 
13 .799 42 .185
 
14 .859 43 .Z47 
15 .921 44 .309 
16 .983 45 .371
 
17 .062 .018 Nose Section 46 .494 
18 .120 .037 47 .618
 
19 .181 .046 48 .741
 
20 .243 $ 1 49 .988 .Z20 Body, 0=900 
21 .309 .ZZ0 Body, 0=900 93 .998 0 Base, ' =00 
22 .371 94 .193 900 
23 .494 95 -.193 2700
 
24 .618 96 0 , 1800
 
25 .741 97 .803 Body, 0 = 1800 
26 .803 98 .865
 
27 .851 99 .927
 
28 .896 100 .988
 
29 .942 
,x = Distance from booster nose
 
y = Distance from booster centerline
 
L = Booster length 41.107 cm (16.184 in.)
 






BOOSTER PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS 
Tap TAP LOCATION Tap TAP LOCATION 
No. (x/c)B (y/b /Z) B Surface No. / B (y/b/Z)B Surface 
53 .098 .221 Upper Wing 71 .718 .635 Upper Wing 
54 .320 72 .926 
55 .542 73 .066 .773 
56 .763 74 .275 
57 .985 , 75 .484 
58 .101 .359 76 .696 
59 .320 77 .896 
60 .542 83 .195 .565 Upper Canard 
61 .76Z 84 .716 
62 .970 , 85 .195 .879 
63 .103 .497 86 .716 "1 
64 .319 87 .514 .230 Lower Wing 









68 .081 .635 91 .718 
69 .292 92 .940 
70 .507 4, , 
= Distance from airfoil leading edge 
y = Distance from booster centerline 
c = Local airfoil chord 
b/2 = Booster wing semi-span 13.805 cm (5.435 in.) for wing taps 




TABLE Ill (Concluded) 
PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS 
































TABLE IV. DfMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - NDAO Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage contours including canopy with modified 
aft fuselage oross sections; oross-seotional shne constant from station 1500 
to end of fuselage 
- model scale 1/180.
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BW7 00060, Rev. B
 
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length 
 156.4 .869 
Max. Width 27.1 .150
 
















TABLE. IV. (COThf) 
MODEL COMPONENT: wing - NAO Orbiter
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180
 









Span (equivalent)7pr ... 7. 
Aspect Ratio 




Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
2,0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge 55..
Trailing Edge 	 0 





Root (Wing Sta. O.O),Hrcwes 1-o8.8 
Tip, (equivalent)) imcdas 249.6 
MAC, inches 754.8
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 





Root (B.L. 162) 0010-64 

















Root, inches 855.0 
Tip, inches ' 2LOI'7 
MAC 	
-­ 072Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 











































TABLE IV. (CONTINUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail - MAC Orbiter 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale 1/180 








































Tip, (equivalent), inches 
MAC, inches 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 


























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
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TABLE Iv. (coNwuED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY 	- lMnAn 'Ron+, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 	 Configuration 19A fuselage without base flare and boattail 
Model Scale 1/180 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 256-19-0001, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: 
 FULL-SCALE MODEL 	SCALE
 
Length (Ft) 	 241.7 1.343 
Max. Width (Ft) 
-4.o .189 









TABLE IV. (CONTINUED) 
MODEL COMPONENT: Wnz - IXDAC Booste= 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C ation 19A Wing 
MnpA e-.1 As 1 A18 
DRAWING NUMBER:
 
DIMENSIONS: , FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA
 
Are, ft 2 
Planform 6020.0 .136 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) , ft. 146.0".11 
Aspect Ratio 3. r 
Rate of Taper ". 
Taper Ratio . --- 5 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.77 7.H7 
Incidence Angle, degrees , 0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees .... 0 0 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 








Root (Wing Sta. 0.0), inches 690.0 3.333 
Tip, (equivalent) ---30.0=- =.6V 
MAC, inches E520.0 -'2.389 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC , inches U2 -20.13c9 
WP. of .25 MAC , inches 




Tip OOlO-64 o,i-64 
EXPOSED DATA 
st 2Area , 4190.0 .129 




Root, inches 594.0... 3.300 
Tip r inches 0.0o. 1667MAC'
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC ....... 
_
 





MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tails - MAC Booster 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 17 Vertical Tails 
Model Scale 1480 
DRAWING NUMBER: 256-17-0001, Rev. A
 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 




Planform (True) 433 .014
 
(Side Projeotion) 397 u12
 






Taper Ratio 520 .__....
 





Sweep Back Angles, degrees












Tip, (equivalent), idohes .w 6 .867 
MAC, inches 236 1.311 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 




Root HACA ;)A-009 NACA 61A-009 




























TABLE IV. (coNTnmM) 
MODEL COMPONENT: Canard -KDAC Booster 
GENERAL flSCRIPTION: Configu=ation IA Canard 
Model Scale 1/180 
DlRAWING NUMBER: 256-19-O01l Rev. A 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Theo. Area, t2 
Exp Area, _2 
Aspeot Ratio 
Ohord (Il. Map), It 












TABLE V. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES 
Figure Title Page
 
1 Pressure Tap Layout - Orbiter .... ......... .... 28
 
2 Pressure Tap Layout - Booster .......... . . . .29
 
3 Modifications to Orbiter Model . .......... .... 30
 
4 Modifications to Booster Model ......... ...... 31
 
5 General Arrangement of Models in Tunnel .........
 32
 
6 Separation Nomenclature and Center of Gravity
 
Locations ........ .............. ....... 33
 
7 Photograph of MDAC Booster and Orbiter Models ....... 34
 
8 Photograph of Side View of Models and Separation
 
Hardware . ............ .......... 35
 
9 Photograph of Top View of Models and Associated
 
Separation Hardware ...... ................ .. 36
 




11 Photograph of Booster Nozzle Hardware .. .. .... .. 38
 







Longitudinal Distribution of Booster 
Fuselage Pressures-Mach 2 
Chordwise Distribution of Booster 
Upper Wing Pressures-Mach 2 
Chordwise Distribution of Booster 
LIer Wing Pressures-Mach 2 
Chordwise Distribution of Booster 
Canard Pressures-Mach 2 
Radial Distribution of Booster Base 
Pressures-Mach 2 








































NOTE: tap numbers in 
parentheses with 
solid symbols are 
on upper side of 
wing. 
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Fig. 3 Modificatipn.§ to Orbiter Model, 
0 
5.435/ 




?-Config. 19A Body Tail/ 
Cnfig. 19A Nose \Except for Indicated 
MiModification 
o ifBca i ns t16.184 . 
pig. -Modifications to Booster Model 
40-INCH SUPERSONIC TUNNEL A 
Scate - 1/5 
Fvd. C.R. Nom. C.R. Aft C.R. Tunnel Wall 
Max. Fwd. PL 2 .24.72 s. Roll Hub 
Sta. .22 - . t"" 
Tunnel Will 
Pin%A Temperature Windows.High 





All &imenuiona are model scalo, in inches. 
F 

Figure 6, Separation Nomnlature 
- . 




Figure A, Photograph of MDAC Booster and Orbiter Models 
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Figure 8, Photograph of Side View of Models and Separation Hardware 
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Figure 9. Photograph of Top View of Models and Associated Separation Hardware 
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Figure U1. Photograph of Boaster Nozzle Hardware 
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DATA FIGURES
 
Tnbulntions of the plotted data and corresponding 
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-a 0.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.? 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
sYmOa OELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.143 go.000 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.952 
S02MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0 .227 ORDPOW 100.000 BSTPOW *0.000 
*erVeEnCE PILE 
AEDC VAI183 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8211- PAGE 4 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
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PARAMET IC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB - 9.952 
0.102 MACH 2.000 ALPHA - 0.000 
0 0.226 OUPOW 100.000 ISTPOW 50.000 
REFERIENCE FILE
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SYMBOL DELTAX THETA ELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.052
 
0oS44 110.000 0.151 

ACH 2.OO0 ALPHAT 0.000
 0.0 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 










0.409 0.7 2. 
-0.4 




SYNS0L DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.952 
- 0.143 0.000 0.228 
K.5MACH 2.000 ALPHA: 0.000
 





AEUC VAII 3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATB211* PAGE 9
 












0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.. , t.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DLTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.143 24.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.952 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
o 0.227 OftPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 
50.000 
acrMRENCE ViLE 
AEOC VAI1S3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8211* PAGE 10
 
























$YMS CELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BTA. X.000 ALPHAT 0.009 0,143 45.000 0.2Z6 





AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *A18211* PAGE
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 












0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 .1.0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
PARAMETRIC VALUESSYMBOL. CELTAX THETA DEITAZ 
ALPHA8 9.92O O.Z43 90.000 0.22$ 	 BETA a.0  
MAC" 2:0000 ALPHA 0..LI 0.503 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) 	 -AT8211" PAGE 12
 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 060.? 0.6 0.9 
1.0 















ORSPOW 100.000 Bsypow 50.000 
AEDO VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATS2II* PAGE 13 










0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 









PARAMETR IC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAD - 9.952 
HACH 2.000 ALPHAJ 0.000 
OnPOw 100.000 OSTPOW 50.000 
ReEe3Ence TLE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATB2I11 PAGE 14 














.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 















ORPow 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8211o PAGE 15 
























0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 0.7 













AEOC VAII-03 MDAC.BOOSTER CBODY3 oAT8211. PAGE 16 















a 6 0.a1 0.2 a.3 0.4 0.5 .0 0 .? 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 

















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT212. PAGE 
17 
















-0.'0.0 0.1 0.2 - 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 .,0 . 0.8 1.0 





















AEDC VA*I163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8212* PAGE 18 













-0.6, 0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 .s. 0.8 0.g ~ 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
syms OELTAX TMETA DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
_ 0.43 45.000 0.1120 META oo0 ALPHAR 4:035 
:',04 MAC" .:Dan ALMHA, O.0 
0.22Z8 ORSIO too.000 13STPOW 50.000 
XrERENCE PILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY3 .AT8212. PAGE 19 


























0.3 0.4 0.5" 0.6 0.7 














EDC VAI13 MDAC BOOSTER ABOCYH 0TA212-PAGE 20 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 
1.4 ____ _____ 






Ld 0.4_______ __ 
n 
In 
Ld 0 .2 ,...... 
-0.4 
., 0.1 0.t 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
*'"B DLTAX THCA DLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
144 0.000 0.151 BETA 0.00 ALPHAO 4.935 
:104 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 0.26 CePow ±00.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8212* PAGE 21 

















SYMBOL OELTAX THETA OELTAZ 




AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER 
0.3 
(BODY) 
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 























-0z -°' ] ___o__o__o4 __o~ _.? ___o_ s_ 
LLGIUONA.PSIIO. I 
.L0. 020.4 . 0.3___ 0.6 .? 00 0. 
Li 0.2 4, MACH___ 2.00 ALHA .00 
-0.2 26OSO o.0 SPW $. 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8212. PAGE 23 












0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0




 SYMOC' DELTAX THETA DELTAZ CETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.939
 
-- 0.144 20.000 0.151 

MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000







AEOC VA1163 MO^C BOOSTER CBOOY) oAT8212. PAGE 24
 















- 0.143 0.000 0.226 
SYMBOL OELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
OETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.935 
MACH t.000 ALPHA? 0.000 




AEOC VA183 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8212. PAGE 25
 
-0 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER'FUSELAGE PRESSURES.- MACH 2
 














SYMB t OELTAX 








0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 












AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8212- PAGE 26 
1.4 
0 











-°0.0 o___o 0.4 0.-o,5 ___.___,40.  _ o,7 0, 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SY"B t dELTAX THETA " ELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0:141 45.000 0.Z2e BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.935 
0 
, I a03 
0.2ey ___POW _00.000 




RL RENCO U .ILE 
AEOC VAIIB3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8212- PAGE 27 
1.4 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 












-0 . 0 .1 0 *_ ,_ 4 0 .5 0 .6 
_0 0 .? _ _0 ._ _ 0o._. 1 . 
sy ma DLTAX 




g . a wl 
DLTAZ 
0 . Z 8 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
@ T A 
A C H 
P o 
PARAM TRIC VALUE S 
0 .0 0 0 A L PH A S 
.0 0 0 A L PHA 
2 0 0 0 8 TP W 
4 .9 3 9 
0 .0 0 0 
$ O .0 0 0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AE.C VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER .BODY)AAT8212LPAGE 28 



















j0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 .. 5 0.6 0. 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
SzvDo DELTAX
- 0.390 THEITA0.00 CIELTAZ0.903 BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES0.00 ALPHAS 
MACH 2.0.0 ALPHAI 0.00 
O . 10P.3040..0.00 0STPOW 10.000 
erEFRENC ILE
 
AEDC VA1163 ?OAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8212. PAGE 29
 






lL z - _ --- __ .___-__ 
-
U) 0.4 
U- 0.6* 0_ .4O. ___, __Qg.6O? . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
symocc- VVLTAX THETA OCLTAZ PARAMETRtC VALUE5 
-0.390 24.000 0.g00 orTA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.9$5 
wACH 0.4ao ALPHA .000 
AEOC-VA1163 mdAc BOOSTER (BODY) .AT8212. PAGE 30 









-. U 0.4 U.5 U0 a.. .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DCLTA% THTA VELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 0.300 4S.000 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPRAO 4.139 
MACH t.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
Oapow ISO.=OC BTPOW 30.000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) "^T8212- PAGE 31 










hi .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 2.0 















fPow 100.000 83TPOW 50.000 
tCVERNCC PILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8212. PAGE 32 























SYKMOL OELTAX THETA 0ELTAZ BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.027 0.t43 0.000 0.120 

MACH 2.000 ALPHAIZ 0.000 0.103 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8213. PAGE 

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.2 







w .4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 o. . .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX0 143..2co THETA24.000 OELTAZ0.120 B0TA PARAMETRIC VALUESALPHAD 0.027 
:103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0:ooG 
I 0.297 ORBPOW :80.00 ESTPOW 1 o.oO 
REPERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) ATB213 • PAGE 34 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 












- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 G.e 0.9 l.a 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 











:REACB T O PAE 
AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOYJ *AT8213. PAGE 35 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 
1.4 






a, 0.4 ,__T*_A A0 
ULJ 0.2 ____ __ __ 
- -i *-0D6DT . * * 
-0.2 
0.1 .2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
SYNOOC CELTAX o -0.143 THETA 90.000 DELTA? 0.120 BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB 0.027 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
o 0.227 OROPC4 100.000 6STPOW 50.000 
ReFERENCE FILE 
AEDOC VAI,163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) oAT8213-.r PAGE 36 












- .0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 .0 
S LONGITUDINAL POSITION.- X/L

SYMBOL OtLTAR THETA OEL TA2 PARAMETRIC VALUES
014 060 0stBETA Qaw ALPHAS 0.027 
0 104 
 MACH Z.0w ALPMAI 0.000
 
V 0:227 
 onaP 1o0.0no BSTPOV 50.000 
m[REPTIEC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) #AT8213. PAGE 37
 














0.1 0.e 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOC CELTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 24.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.027 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
0.1040.227 0O.POW 100.000 esTPow SO.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8213. PAGE 38 









Li.0...81 . i ,. 1 i 
-0.4 
-0*. . 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.$ 0.0 9.0 















':"027 QRPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 90.000 
MCFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIl63 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8213. PAGE 39 












4 .01 e b 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0. 0.9 .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX THETA OtLTAZ PARAMTRIC VALUES 
0.144 90.000 0.151 BETA 0.0O0 ALPHAB 0.0Z7 
0.104 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
S0 0.22r 
CfPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CBO0Y) *AT8213* PAGE 40 































0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 














AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER COODY) *AT8213" PAGE 41 








-. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 .10 




















AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8213" PAGE 42 










-. 080.1 0.2 a. 0.4 0o5 0.6 
LONGITUOINAL POSITION. XIL 
0.7 O~e 9 1.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 
-03 45,000 0.226 







AEOC VAIl63 MOAC BOOSTER CBODYI ATB213# PAGE 43 
--
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE-PRESSURES- MACH 2
 















- 0.0 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0 0..8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L

SYMBOL DELTA X TA OEL TAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
o - 9 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.02?0.143 0.000 
S0103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
o 0.22? 0A0POW 100.000 BSTPOW 30.00 
WEFERENCE FILE
 
AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8213. PAGE 44
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION-OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES 
- MACH 2
 
*e -r1--r-r -Tr -l--r- 1--i--- -r--r f1 rir -i 
t.4-
Is -
_ _ _ _ 










-0.4 RaCEC W~ 
SYMB 
AEOC 
.o. 0.1 0.2 0.3 
OELTAX THETA OELTAZ 
- .390 0 .000 0 .9 8 
'VA1163'MDACBOOSTER (BODY) 
0.4 5 0 .LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XQL 
































0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 %.a 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
8yMO t CELTAX THETA DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.390 24.000 0.908 BETA .0aao ALPHAS 0.027 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
OfiBPC4 100.000 BSTPOW 30.000 
PEFERENCE FILE 
AEDOC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER-(BODY) *AT8213* PAGE 46 
1.4 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
0 ­
z 0.0 OtrA .0 APS___
 
U. 0. ,9 
____ ___0 _______ 00_ _LP_______ 
LONITUINA POSITION X/LO 0.0 
AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8213. PAGE 47
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES- MACH 2
 











" .0..4 00 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? e o.0.0 1.o 
LONGI-TUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SyHeBt CELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 0.390 90.000 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.027 
MACH 2.0DO ALPHAt 0.000 
ORSPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.00a 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER.CBOCY3 *AT8213. PACE 48 












-0. , 1° 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 0.7 o0 o.2 $.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION,'X/L 
SYMBO DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a0143 0.0', 0.120 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAD 5.042 
0:103 MACH 2.000 WLHAT 0.000 
0 0.226 ORBPOW 100.000 83TPOW 30.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) oAT8214o PAGE 49 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








IL 0.6 __ __ 
'.. 




-0.0 0. .2 0.35. . .607680 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 

















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8214. PAGE 50 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










0.4 0.5 0.6 *. 0.*9 270





SyteBt DELTAX THETA DiLTAZ BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041
 
- 0.143 45.000 0.220 MACH 2.000 ALPHA0 .. 00 0 103 







AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8214" PAGE 51
 












0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYtMSC DELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.143 90.000 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.041 
.0 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
o .26 O0POW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8214o PAGE 52 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION-OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 










-0.0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.? 0.8 0.9 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL OELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 44 0.000 0 .151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041 
0.03 "KMACH 2.000 ALPHA! *0.000 
o 0.26 ORSPOW 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8214. PAGE 53 









•-0. 600 a.* 0.2 0.1 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL GELTAX THETA DELTAZ ,PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0o44 Z4.000 0 .Is BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.042 
0o03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.226 ORSPO 100.000 83TPOW 50.000 
AEC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8214. PAGE 54 








-0 .2 0 .I. . . 3a . . . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. ×/L 
dYMS0L DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRTC VALUE5 
a.144 45.Q0 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041 
0,203 MACH .00 ALPHA! 0.O 
0,226 OSPO 200O 83TPOW GOoo 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) .AT8214- PAGE 55 
______ 
















BETA 0.000 ALP AB 5.041
 
symo DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
044 0*.00 0.151 

O:" 03 
 kACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
ORBPO 200.000 8STpow 50.0000 0.216 
REFERENCE FtLE
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY3 AT8214- PAGE 56
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 








-o0 . 0 . 0 .2 0 3 0 .4 . 5 0.6 0 7 0 . 8 0 .9 S .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 











AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY), *AT8214o PAGE 57 



































BETA 0 0.9o0.1.0.8080?0.80 
*AT8214 ABLOY) 58
o P GE 















"0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
StMBO DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.143 45.000 0.228 BETA 0.0oC ALPHAB 5.041 
0 103 "ACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0.22? OROPOW 100.000 OSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE VILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) oAT8214- PAGE 59 












LUt0. 0.4 0.5___ 0.6___ 0.7 .$ 09 1. 
-0.0 
0.0 0.1 0 .2 - 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.? . 0.8 0.9 s.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DLTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.243 90.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041 
0*103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 0.2z O0POW 1oo.000 BSTPOW $0.000 
RAFEAENCBFIL (P 
AEDC VAII, 3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) .AT8214- PAGE 60 









-. 0.0 0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 .5 .8.. 0.1 0 1.0 
,LONGITUDINAL POSITION,, X/L 
SYMBOL CELTAX TETA OELTAZ 
SETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAO 5.041 
0 - 0.390 0.000 0.008 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
C SPow 100.000 RSTPOW 30.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *A18214" PAGE 61 











-.0 0.1 0,2 
S*NMOt acCTAX ThETA D0LTAZ 
- 0.390 24.000 0.909 
AEV13ENCCB SE* 
AEOC VAI 163 MOAC BOOSTER 
0.3 
BOO?) 
0.4 0.5 0.f 0.7 























- Q'.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 G.0 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 
SYMBO DELTAX ETA 0ELTAZ PARAMETR IC VALUES 
Q 0.390 45.000 0.908 
 SETA 0.000 ALPHAB 3.041
 
NA k 2.0an ALPHAX 0.000
 




AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) oAT8214. PACE 63
 

















0.0 o0.1 o. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 







6RBPW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
OtFERENCE VILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) .*AT8214* PAGE 64 










U] .22 RPW 
£1 
-0. 0. 0.1 0.2' 0.3 0.4 O.5 0.6 0.7 0-.8 0.9 1-0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L-


















R EFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) AT8215. PAGE 65 
1.4 













sy"BoL OELTA x TETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALP"AB to 03.
- 0 143 24.000" 0.220 
MACH I aoa AL HAI1 000:203 
ORSPOW 20000 BSTPOW 50.0000.226 
a[reR[NCE FILE
 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY]) .ATB215" PAGE 66 









0.0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 












- ALPHAS 10.030 
o.to3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0 0.226 OROPO 100.300 8STPOW 5O.a000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) ,AT8215. PAGE 07 











0.4 • . . * ,506'0?08 * . 
0. * 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 '0.? . 0.9 t.0- 0.0 '0.1 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L
 
SYM. OZLTAX TIETA DLt~tAZ PARAMETRIC VALUtSo - 0.143 10.000 0TE20 ALPHAS 10.030BETA 0.000 
0.103 HACH 40no ALPHA? 0.000 
o 0.fl 0ftp t0o.0o0 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AT9215* PAGE 68
AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER CtODY) 









-0 2o.1 0. . 0.4 0.5 o.6 
o.7 9 t.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
syms ELTAX TETA DELTAZ 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0,0 .E O 
A HP O . 0 02 0 0 .0 0 0 A P H A TBS T P O W 0 .0 
0 0 0 .0 0 0 
RELEUENCE POLE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8215- PAGE 69 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES --MACH 2
 






















0.3a 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 





2[.000 ALPHA 1 1 
1..0 
0 
REFERENCE FtLeAEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER _BOY_AT_215. PAGE 70 










0.0 ().1 o.2 - 0.3 0. 4 0.5 0.6 ', 07 . 0.9- S.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 












0.226 ORSPC 100.000 BsTPOW 50.000 
RZFEAENCE rILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *ATS215. PAGE 71 










o. . 0.9 . 0.3 .0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 "_ _ .a 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 
STMBOL DELTAX0.45 THETA90.Oan DELTAZ0.1st BETA PARAMETRTC VALUE30.000 ALPHAS 10.03G 
0.03 ACH 2.O ALPHAl 0.000 
- 226 9P.0 200G.000 AsTPow 50.030 
AVRUENCE FILE 
AEDC VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER (BOOY) *AT8215- PAGE 72 











0.6 0.6 0.9 .0.4 0.5 0.7





syma DELTAX THTA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAD 10.030
 0.143 0.O00 0.228 

MACH -0.00 - ALPHAt 0.000
 
PMACH 02.000 ALPA $0.0008 0.105 
OROPW 100.000 85TP0w 30.000O .22 
REFRENCE VILE 
*ATS2IS* PArP 73
AEDOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) 

LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 












-0. 0.1 0.2 . 0.3 0*4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 

















AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATS215 PAGE 74 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER-FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









-0.'.o " "., . . . 2 0.' 3 
syms DCLTAX ' TETA CELTAZ 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (80DY3 
" 0.4 0., 0.6 . . . 7 . 
















LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE'PRESSURES- MACH 2
 







u -0.4 i 
in
 
-d0 .4 _ _ _ _ _ _ __O _ _ __4_0_5 _°_ _"_o_ _0_ _ __o9 $ . 
C ­
-0. 
Lu '~o01 -. 0.4 . . .. . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
S'NOOL DELTAX THTA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.20o43 20.000 0.226 $ETA O.000 ALPHAS 10.030. 
.203 MAC 2.00a ALPHAI 0.000 
-0.z70BPO 0.4000 100.000 SSTPOW 
AE.C VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER -ABOLY oAT8215 PAGE 7.
 
3/ o* rCB J1000 SPW 5.0 






I0.2	 I -___ _._ _,_. 
-0.4
 
-0. 	 04 05 0. 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L
 
SYMOCC DELTAX THTA . ELTAZ 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
C)- 0.390 O.000 0.908 	 BETA. 0.000 ALPHAS 10.030 
MACH 2.O0O ALPHAT 0,000 
ORSPO 200.000 83TPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) 	 ,AT8215. PAGE 77
 






00.I. . -___-_ 
0.2 
-0.4 
-- ' a. 
ILR[C[F~ 



























LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 















0,o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.?7 0.8 09 
1.0 















-ORBPW 100.000 03TPOW 50.000 
CFPCRENCC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *ATB215" PAGE 79 
1.0 















0'.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.) 1.0 















onBPOW 200.000 OSTPOW 50.000 
aETRENCE VILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8215 ° PAGE 80 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES- MACH 2
 















SYNDC' DELTAX THETA OELTAZ
-0. 0.000 0.120_A _,43 O __L A -_ 9 
MACH 000 AL HAS ::GoO
2.03
0.226 0.E1PW 0.020 .STPOW 05.6. 
RErEReNCE FILE 
AEJC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8221 PAGE 81
 










* .o1" 0 .2 0.3 0.4 .5 0.6 . -. 8 o." 1 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
SYMBOL DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES. 
- 0.43 24.000 0.120 
 ISETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.96t 
0:103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.2,6 OSPOW 0.000 8STpow 0.000 
2RFRENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) ,ATB221" PAGE 82
 










0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 .6 0__? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION', X/L 
SYNDOL CELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRtC VALUES 
a t43 45.000 0.120 SETA 0.000 ALPHAO 9.901 
" 2*03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
0.226 ORBPO 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8221. PAGE 83 












5THIVX DELTAX THETA DELTAZ0hi43 90.000 0.120 __.98 BETA 0.000 ALPHAO 
. 10 3 HACH 9.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0.26 0.BP0. 0.000 . 83TPOW .00 
REFE ENCE PILE 
AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER COY) *AT8221. PAGE 84
 
1.4 



















sYmaQOL OELTAX THETA CELTAZ 

I[tA 0000 ALPHAS 9 1
 0.143 0.000 0.151 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000
 0.103 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8221- PAGE 85
 










-__ __-_ _ ____  _____ _ __ 
C 
C-0, 
-0.4 0 1 0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 6 0.7 0.8 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 
SYMB DELTAXo 43 THETAZ4LUlU DELTAZ0.252 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS 0.991 
o:"03 MACH 2.00 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.226 00BP.40,500.ST0. 0.0 . 0.000 
AerCRENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY3 *AT8221- PAGE 88 












r-0.€ 0..- 0.. 0.3 0;4 0.3 0.6 'a.7 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL
 
armoB k DLTAX rNTA DELTAZ 

-0.145 45.000 0.251 





AEDC VAI183 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) AT8221" 

.8 0.0 1.0 




0.000 RSTPOW 0.000 
PAGE 87
 















sykaCC DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 
0.143 00.000 0.152 BETA 0 coo ALPHAS 9.961 
0.13 MACH 2:I00 ALPHAI 0.000
 





AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER ABODY)PAGE 










w LI ILI 0.4 
S0.4 
-L 0..0 022 
. 02.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SyMBOL OELTAI( ThTA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0°|44 0.00 0.228 0ETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.9 1 
0oMO0 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 0.226 ORPOW 0:000 OsTPOW 0.000 
REtERElCe FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8221. PAGE 89 










BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 0691 
SYMBL DLTA METDETAZPARAMETRIC 

ACH Z.000 ALPHAT 0.OO0
 
OROPO 0.000 83TPOW 0.000
 






















0 2 0. . .0.2 . .0. 0.4 . 
0.6 0 7 . 0.9 
. 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYHMOL CELTAX THETA DELTAZ" PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.144 45.000 0.228 8ETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.901 
0.103 ACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.00a 
0 0.226 00P04( 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
RmEcRENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8221- PAGE 91 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 













O .Oa0 83TPOW 0.o-0
0 .2 6 
AEOC VA1 .13 BODY3 *AT8221 PAGE 92MDAC BOOSTER 

























SYMBOL DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.981 0 - 0:391 0.000 0.906 MACH X.000 ALPHAI ,0.000O0*fO 
OOFOOW 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REVERtNCt VILE 
93
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8221* PAGE 












-0..0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 8.4 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
sYM84 DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.391 24.000 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.981 
0 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
OiBPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
RE ERENCE rILE 
AEDC VAII 3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8221- PAGE 94 















-o %.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
SYMBOL o TAX THETA C1TAZ-- LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.391 45.000 0.908 UETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.901 
0.520 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ORSPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
R(FERVICC FILr 
AEDOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8221- PAGE 95 











0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SMfCL4 DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES 
- 0.391 90.000 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.981­
0.520 MACH 2.oo ALPHAZ 0.000 
ORSPOW 0.000 8STPOW 0.000 
REaERENCe ILE 
AEOC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8221. PAGE 96 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
SYMBOL CLTAX THETA CLTAZ 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.4 OOEC.208TA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.970 







0 0.220 00P4 0.000 aSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCEBILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER EBODY) *AT8222. PAGE 97 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






Ld 2 0.2 2 
-0.4 
-0. . 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 





0.120 a TA 
PARAMEM~C VALUES 
ao 00 ALPHAB - 4.070 
0: 103 
MACH 2 00,0 ALHAI 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAl113 MBAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222. PAGE 98 












.­ °*0.o6 02 03 04 08 -. . . ~ . 
-d0. 400.0 $GD O1OBT 
.O LHE - ",~ 
-0.4 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
Syme"t OtLYAX THETA CELTA? PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.43 45.000 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.970 
0 2260.2P  013MACH 2.000 0.000 AIPHAt OSTPoW 0.000 0.000 
EFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *A78222- PAGE 99 









LI- I I 
-0° 
fl TO_ 




0.1 - 0.2 0.t' . 4 0.3 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
syMBOLc G.LTAX THETA GELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0:143 90.000 0.120 OETA 000 APA .T 
'SMACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
G .2 029PCoJ 0.000 OSYPOW 0.000 
RErfRCNCE FILE 
AEDC VA 163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8222. PAGE 100 












U, __ __..__ , 1 ,__ , ,_ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.. 
09 20 








0.000 ALPHAO 4.070 
0.1 . 0 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.t3 oftBPC 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
0.220 
REPCRNCE FILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8222. PAGE 101 







0 0 0 
w 0.4 
o. -,,____ _____ _ __ _ __ 
0. . . .4t0.8 . . 0.9 1.0_ 
-0.2 
-04 * " 
0. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 ,0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0 
• LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SyNB DELAXOLTAZPARAHETRIC TA VALUES 
fl -0.144 24.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAO - 4970 
A oaos MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0 0.2 CASPO 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
-ErEEnCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222" PAGE 102 
















PARAMETRIC VALUESSYMBOL 0ELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.7fl-0.144 45.000 0.151 
MA14CH 2.000 ALPnAT 0.000 
0 10 ORPOW 0.000 BSTPOW a.000 
:0.226 
AFlgEREflC tVLe 










- . .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 04 0,5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 t.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SyMBCC DELTAX0 .t44 THETA0.000 DELTAZ0.t51 BETA PARAMETRIC 
VALUES0.000 ALPHAD 4.970 
0 00 MACH I.000 ALPHAt 2.000 
o - 0.1 0P1A 0.000 AITPOW -. 900 
REFERENCE rILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC.BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222- PAGE 104 






1.2 0.3____ 0.40.30.60. 0. 0.1. 
a. 4_____ BET 0.00 LPHD 49 
"°U,' os o: o 04 . . ~ . ~ ~ 
REEECEFL 
-0.4 _BS____PE 
a.,0. 0. 04 .5 .60. 0 0.PHA 0 
0 .226 SP0W 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
UtFTRENCC FILE 
AEOC VAIIS MDXC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8222- PAGE 105 














00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0. 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 












0 0.226 0R8P4 0.000 QSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222" PAGE 106 























SYs0L. DCLTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 45.000 0.226 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.970 
0.103 "ACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 
0 0.226 SYTPow oP 0.000 f.000 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC ROOSTER C8ODY) *AT8222. PAGE 107
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








-0.6 0 0 .$ • 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 5 0 6 0 .7 0 .0 0.2 10 


















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER [BODY) *AT8222- PAGE 10B 















-,0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 . 07 
0.8 0.9 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
Syma8C DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB - 4.970 











AEOC VAII63 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8222# PAGE 109 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 





















sy"BCC DELTAX THETA OELTAZ 
BETA O.000 4LPHAB 4.9700.393 24o000 0.908 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000
0.520 





AEAC VAA1G3 MDAC BOOSTER BODY)E
 
OSTRE0Y PAGE 110AECVlG t1A AT8222 Q 









- 0.1 a.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
















O6POW 0.000 BSTFOW 0.000 
REFERENCZ FILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222. PAGE III 






-0'.0 o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7' 0.6 0.9 t.9 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 
STHROC DELTAX THTA VELTAZ PfARAMETRIC VALUE3 
a 3-01 
0.520 








o pow 0.000 ESTPOW U.000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8222. PAGE 112 












u0. 0 . 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.0 
BTMSC CE0.ETA TAX THETA VELTAZ 
0: 103 LONGITUDINAL POSITION. 
X/L 
PARAMETRtC VALUES0.000 ALPHAB 
0 .2 3 0A C H 2 .0 0 0 AL P H A t 
CR48OPC4 0.000 OsTPOW 
REFERENCE FILE 























0.4 0.5 0.6 o08
-".0 0°s 0.2 0.3 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES $YMaC," DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
E[TA 0.000 ALPHAS Q*.000.143 24.000. 0.120 *.Coo ALPHAT 0.0000 t0siMACH 

oBPw 0.000 SSTPOW 0.0000. 26 
REFERENCE FILE oT8223" PAGE 114
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODYC 












-o.0 o.s 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
sflBO . DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0:143 45.000 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 0.002 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0.226 o26P9w 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000 
RFE ENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8223. PAGE 115 




















0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.7 











AE0C VA1163 .2ACBOOSTER 3BODY)' .AT82230 PAGE 11. 



















 THErA OELTAZSYn0C. CELTAX BETA 0.000 ALPHA - 0.002 
- 0.144 0.000 0.151 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.103 





AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY.) 












00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 










0.000, ALPHAS 0.002 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA[ 0.000 
0.000 1STPOW 0.000 
0.226 -ORBPO 
nUeERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER'(BODY) *AT8223* PAGE 118 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTERFUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 





iii 0.40_ 8_ _ _ 
*0.0. 
0.0 04S 0.t 0.3 0.4 G.$ . . . . . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
STnBo DLTAX THETA OCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
00.144 4.000 0.151 "ETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.002 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0.224 CflPO4 0.000 8STPOW 0.000 
AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT9223- PAGE 119 

















BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.00L
 
SYMBCC DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
0O44 90.000 0.151 

MACH 2.800 ALPHAt O.000
0 :103 









LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 
* -T----- ,----,----'-r--- rr1r -rr rw i * -- t; i r--- ll-r r r ­








- 0.M ~ .50 __,_O°_0_

-I-i .o0 0.2 0._04 

0.29 00000. 0. 00 BSTPW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VAII 3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8223- PAGE 121
 










"0.40 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYXD OCL TA THTA DELTAZ PARAMETR IC VALUES 
0 .144 24.000 0.228 OETA 0.0no ALPHAS 0.002 




AEDC VAIl,63 MDAC BOOSTER-C80DY) -AT8223o PAGE 122 
1.4 












- o.10..2.6 .2 0.3 0.4 0.7 
0.8 0. 





















AEDO VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *A78223- PAGE. 123 
1.5 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 













-0.226 0.102 BOOTE 0.4CBO0.ER5BODY0.A82 " B1G . PA0GE.8. 1241.0
0.0C BTPG0. 

















0A . O.OG .9HA .00. 04 .0.91G 0.2 

MACH t:OOO ALPHAI 0.000 
0.920 Capow 0 00 a3TPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FtLE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *ATS223" PAGE 125
 



















-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 O. 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L. 
SYMBOL CELTAX THETA OELTAZ 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.391 24.000 0.908 BETA 0.00 










AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8223. PAGE 126 















-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0. 0. *.0 




















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8223" PAGE 127 




1 .4 ______ 








-a..6 0_0. .4O, ._07 __ .80_ 
-0.0 
-0.4 
0.0 0.1 020.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0. 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBL DLTAXDETAZPARtAMETRIC THEA VALUECS 
3 -. 51 00.000 0.008 BETA 0.000 ALPHAO 0.002 









AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8223* PAGE 128 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











* 0.. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0. 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 












AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8224. PAGE 129 













0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMOC CELTAX ThETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.143 24.000 0.120 SETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.009 
0.,03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA 0.000 
Sl2e BPOW 0.000 83TPOW 0.000 
REFERENCC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8224- PAGE 130 














SYMOCC DELTAX THETA 'DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPMAB 5.009
b.2o43 45°000 11.1200.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000
 





AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 








-0(0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0 .6 0.7 0.6 0.0 J°0 
LONGITUDINAL "POSITION. X/L 
IymaoL OELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALU6 
0 43 
:.03 








1.2 ORBPOW 0.O00 aSTPOW 0.000 
nereReNce PILE 
AEDC VAlIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) ATB224. PAGE 132 











.3 0.4 0.80 00-*~ 0.3 0.6 0.7- 0.9 1.0LONGITUDINAL POSITIoN, X/L
 
SYMBOL DELTAX META DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S0.144 0.000 0.131 OETA 0 000 ALPHAS 5.009 
MACH 2:00 ALPHAt 0.000 
0 103 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER'CBOOY) AT8224* PAGE 133
 
_ _ 
_ _ _ _ 

















0. .... .... . . .. .. .... . 
-0.4 
_____ 
-0 c1.0 0.1 0.2 0.3. 0.4 0.s 0.6 0. 0. 0.9 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
3yMBOL CELTAX "TA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES Q - 0.144 24.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.009 
10.03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0.224 O9BPOW 0.000 &STPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BOOY) *AT8224. PAGE 134
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 

















0.5 0.? 0. 0.
"'0.6 04 . _.0 
A1 1 LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
PARAMETRIC VALUEZ
GYMB*L DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 3.009
 
. 0.144 45.000 0.152 






AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8224. PAGE 135
 












-n °gRV13 NC FILE0o£BOT (OY 0.4 
LOGIUINLPOITO, / 
0.) P 136 
^IS 0.1 0.2C. 0.4SER0B.5Y 082" PA0.GE. 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 



























0~'.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 a.? 












*EOC VAT63 MDAC BOOSTER BODY) AAT8224APAGE 137 











-0. 2 o.01 0.2 
syms DELtAX THTA DELTAZ 
ao 4 24.00 0 0 228 
01 030 .22 
REFERENCE FILE' 
AEDC VA1163 M0AC BOOSTER 
0.3 
BODY) 
0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 






.O000 ALPHA O 

















"0. 2 0.1 G.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
STM.r DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAHETRtC VALUES 









0:226 0RaPC 0.000 83TPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FtLE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -ATB224* PAGE 139 
MACH 2-









-0. .1 13.2 o.3 
syws DELTXOLTAZPARAMETRIC 
0.1B4D0.TA0 0.22 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 
0.4 o.5 0.6 o.7 

























































-AED o16 BOT oLi (BODY) o.2 PAG 141 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 


















SYMBOL DCLTAX THETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.009
 
- 0.391 24.000 0.906 

MACH 9.000 ALPHAI 0.000
0.520 

0.P0 0.00 0TPOW OOOO 
SEPERCC FILE
 
AE0C VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER BODY. 0AT8224" PAGE 142
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX META OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
S0.391 45.000 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.009" 
0.*520 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
CfSPW 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000 
RErefeNCe PILE 
AEOC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8224- PAGE 143 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8224. 
LBPi 0 .0 0 0 B S T P O W 
PAGE 
. 0 0 0 
144, 









- 0 0-. 0.2 0.3 0. 4 0.3 0.8 a.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 











0:226 ORSPW 0.000 
BsTPOM 0.000 
MCFERENCE VtLE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSIER CBODY3 *ATB225" PAGE 145 











- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL. DEL-TAX THETA 0ELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-2 a.143 0:*103 24.000 0.120 BETA NACHl 0.000 2.000 ALPIIAD ALP$AX 10.002 0.000 
0 0.224 OfiSPOW 0.000 BSTPQW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODYJ *AT8225. PAGE 146 













- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0. 8 0 9 1.0 

















0.000 aSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8225 " PAGE 147 













O0.D. 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7of 0. 9 2.0* 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 












0 .226 ORBPOW 
0.000 STPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8225- PAGE 148 
MACH 2













L~ . . * . 
. * . 
. 
0. . 0 7 
. . 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6.? 08O10 
LONGITUDINAL POSIT[ON. X/L 

















AEDOC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8225. PAGE 149 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 














200 LH I .0 
0 0.22 0. 02 . 04 . 00 . 0.08 0.9PO 
.0 
EfFERENCE PILE 
AEOC VA1 163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8225* PAGE 150 
MACH 2















0. 100.6 O.; 0.80.4 0.50.1 0.2 0.3 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L




3Y1404 0tLTAX( IETA OELTAZ 
BEA 0.o0o ALPHAS 10.00o 
- 0.144 45.000 0.151 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0-23MACH 






AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) 




















, MBOL QCLTAX THETA DELTAZ 
OTA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002
 
-- .144 90.000 0.15t MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 a 03 
OBPO O.000 SSTPOWW:2260..20 
xEertaNce FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8225- PAGE 152 






LjU­(f)LL 0. 0.4, 











0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7O~ 









wEC AC BFISER Y 















-0.6.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
M'Ot 
-
DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC 
VALUES 
0.144 24.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 APHAS 10.002 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.226 0R8P0W 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE rItL 
AEOC VA1I63 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8225. PAGE 154 
I LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES --MACH 2
 I.I i.I j
IjI











- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.0 0..0?. 






















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8225* PAGE 155 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 





Ii_ _0 __ _-H0 P0 
i -0. 
REEECEFL 















OSE BOY A82 ° PG 5 











-°0o .1 o.2 0.3 0.4 o.3 0.6 o, 0.8 1..0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
syks DIELTAX THTA DELTAZ 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
O 00O ALPHAS 10.002 
0-390 
.:520 









119FERCNCE fILE00.3MDAC BOOSTER BODY) .AT82250 PAGE 157 













0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.g 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
Py40OI OELTAX THETA DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.390 24.000 0.0a BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 
0.,20 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
oBPCQ 0.000 SsTPOW 0.000 
ArEPENCE FILE 
AEDC VA183 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8225* PAGE 158 











0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 




















AEDOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8225 
• PAGE 159 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 


















-0.390 90.000 0.9OB 

Zyke " OLTAX TMTA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAD 20.002
 
MACH 2Goo ALPHA. 2.000
0520 

0.P 0: 000 asTPOW 0 000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) AT8225. PAGE 160
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 












' 0.1 0 0.3 


















A VEPAECE rIER 
AEOC VA1163 lMnAC BOOSTER (BOGY) *AT8231* PAGE 161 











. 0 .0.1 0.2 0.3 . 0.5 0.6 0.7 . . . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
3y"B VELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 41 Z4.000 0.105 BETA 
0.000 ALPHAB 0.980 
:0,01 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.165 moPow 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFRENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8231. PAGE 162 













-0.0 0.1 0 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 V. 1.0 















0.103 0AP0 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
R*FERE4CE FILC 
AEDOC VA1lS3 MDAC BOOSTER'(BODY) *AT8231. PAGE 
163 
















'o 0°:*.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
Srk. DELTAX ThETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041S0.10 
0.5 













AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8231- PAGE f64 


















0. 0 ALPHAS 4-96












AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8232. PAGE 165
 
1.4 











LLI 0.2 _ ___ 
0­
-0.0 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 



















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8232* PAGE 166 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









-0.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
TBHBO OELTAX THETA SELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S 0.041 0RS 45.000 0.0os BETA M,0ACHP0 0.000 a.0000300a ALPHAS ALPHA[0TPOW 4.946 0.0000.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAI,1S3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) oAT8232# PAGE 167 












0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 














0 0.103.6 OePOw 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
RrEVAEMCC VILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER.CBODY) *AT8232- PAGE 1G8 










-0. 0.1 G. 0.3 0.4 .3 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .0 4 1 
0.203 
0 .0 0 0 0 0 5 BE 
T A  
MACH O 0*OLi A L P H A SALPHA1 00:00 0 0 0 
0 . s - 9,00D BSTPOW 0.000 
AEDC VA1 .13MDAC BOOSTER BODY) *AT42330 PAGE 1.9 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 












-o.a0 o0._2 o. 0.4 o.3 .6 .7 .6 0,_ 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SvMOOI OELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 24.000 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 
0 t03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0 0165 01P044 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8233- PAGE 170 















°.00.0 0.1 0.t 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 5.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
sYMOC DELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 45.000 0.105 BETA 0.090 ALPHAB 0.000 
0.03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 1.,6 OfOPOW 0.000 957PoW 0.000 
acrEEANCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8233* PAGE 171 













-0. .0 O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.5 0._ _,_.__9 "_ 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
svks OELTAX0 1 THTA0 000 DELTAZ0.105 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUE30*L A0 
0.4 4 1ACH L.00O ALPHA! 0.000 
0.064 005BP 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8233* PAGE 172 









"0".2 o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 G.7 0.0 0.9 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMaOL OELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
0.0412 .000 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.033 
0 13 MACH 2.000 ALPHA[ 0.000 
0 :O.s OROPO 0.000 85 TPOW 0.OOO 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8234- PAGE 173 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 














0otes CROPOw o.oo0 OSTPOW O.0o0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1I63 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT9234 
° PAGE 174 















-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0. . 0.. 
- LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
SYMa DELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAHTRIC 
VALUES 
0.041 45.000 0.105 BETA 0.00 ALPHAG 
5.033 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0.030.'5 ORPOW 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REVERENCE VILE 
AEDC VA1163,MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8234- PAGE 175
 









-0. 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 




























0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
SBYMS0 DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.000 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.998 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
.1 CRSPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE ILER 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8235- PAGE 177 












-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 



















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8235. PAGE~ 178 


































AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8235. PAGE 179 











- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? .8041.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
"svNeB DELTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0°000 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPHAO 9.996 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.165 ORSP .DUO aSTPOW 0.000 
IEFEARNCE FILE 
AEDOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8235. PAGE 180 










-LI0.4. * . 04O5Q6Q, , . 
W.0 2. .405a0. . . 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L­

















AEDC VA113'MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8242* PAGE 181 












0.C .0 APA .0 
-0.R.0 .. 0. 
LETI POSITION. PGn 
SYHBC VA1163 hEAC BOOTER (ABAETY) VA84ALES18 










0 00.1 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 . 1~.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
61MSCL VMLTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_0.143 45.000 G.ts5 SETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.026 
G.tG3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0.226 ORSPO 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8242, PAGE 183 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









.0 0.1 0.0 043 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1,0
 




-0143 90.000 otS 

svke CELTAX TlETA DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.926
 
M.0ACH 1.000 ALPHAI $.000
 
0 0.2e 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) oAT8242- "PAGE 184
 








-0". o 0.1 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL OELTAX
- 144 META0.000 OELTAZ0.228 BETA 
PARAMETRtC VALUES0..60 ALPHAS 4.926 
:.1 3 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! S3.000 
0.226 ORSPOW 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
Al[rERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAlII3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8242" PAGE 185 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 










-O..0.2 _ ___ 
-0.4 
6, 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.$ 00..6 0.? 0.8 0.0 1.0 








0.000 ALPHAS 4.926 
S0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000 
O 229 ESPOW 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE rfLt 
AEDC VA1I63 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) ,AT8242" PAGE 186 

















 SyMOLg OtLTAX TETA CELTA? 

BETA 3.000 ALPHAB - 4.026 
- 0.144 45.000 0.228 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000
 0.103 





AEDO VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8242* PAGE 167
 

















-00 0.1 .0 2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0,? 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
rHoso OLTAX THETA OCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.144 90.000 0.22S BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.9Z6 
0.103 NACH R.aCo ALPHA[ 5.000 
0.226 CqBPOW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
RerERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8242- PAGE 188 




















svms OELT4X CTA OELTAZ T 
A 0.000 ALP"A8 0.020




02ze oBPw -100.000 STPOW 0.000
 
AEDC VAIIl63 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8243. PAGE 189
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES -MACH 2
 













-0.i ,0 0.3 04 05 06 07 08 09 1.0 












-0 O.Z2 " SPW 100.000 BSTPOW 0.00 
XZFERENC[ rtLE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATS243* PAGE 190 













.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 






















AEOC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER.CBOOY) *AT8243. PAGE 191 












0".0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 
0.0 t.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
STMEBC DELTAX- 0.143..2160.0.2 META90.000 OELTAZ0.11 
BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHA0 
9.000 ALPHAI . 0 
0.0MACH 
o 0.226 OflPC4J 
100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REF[RENCC FILE 
AEOC VA1163 DAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8243- PAGE 192 
















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
-$r"BtAQ Ott-TAX -0.144 ThETA 0.000 DELTA? 0.228 BETA PARAHETRIC VALUES 0.000 AIPHAB 0.010 
LA 0.10) MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 5.000 
0 0.22 0 BPOW 100.000 9STPW 50.000 
REP[RIMCE rh-C 
AEOC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8243* PAGE 193 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 




0 U 0. 
ud
(3 0.4 
I 0.0, z_____ 
m-0.2 A 
-0.2 
-0.160 0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 . S..0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL<11 DELTAX 0.144 THTA 24.000 DELTAZ 0.228 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 01000 ALPHAS O.O@ 
0., 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 5.000 
O-R6BP 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAIIG63 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) °AT8243. PAGE 194 























BETA O*0a O ALPHAS Bo isl
 
SYMBOL BELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
0:144 45.000 0.228 

MACH t.000 ALPHA! 5.000
 






AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY3 -AT8243. PAGE 195
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











0. 0 O.s 0 .2 0 3 0.4 0.5 .6 0.7 08 0.0 .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL . DELTAX44 THETA*0.000 DELTAZ0.220 












AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8243- PAGE 196 





0.00 . ._. . . 
-0.4 
-0. 
-0 a. 0.1 0.2. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0°8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
symBcca'43 DELTAX THETA0.000 OELTAZ0.231 O A PARAMETRIC VALUE*0.000 ALPHAB S.00 
0.03 MACH 2.000 " ALPHA! S.00 
0.1 .0 0.151 tSu .oo0 PW 50.000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8244- PAGE 197 
1.6 








-0.1 0. 2 . 
0.4 0. 0.6 0.7 0.8 
0 9 . 0 





















AEDC VAVI63 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8244- PAGE 198 











.*0 0.1 ' 0.2 0.3 0.4 ,0.,.a 07 0. 09 -1.O 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 










ACH 2.0o0 ALPHA? 5.000 
0.916 ORSPO 100.000 SSTPOW so.Do0 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8244o PAGE 199 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









Ii 0 __ __ __.__ _ _. _ _ __ _ 
-0.6 
-0.4 
- ao 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
symo DELTAX THTA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 t43 90.000 0.252 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 
3.008 
M*0ACH 1.000 ALPHAI $*.000 
0on6 spo 100.000 BSTPOW 90.000 
ReFrmaNlic FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) .AT8244. PAGE 200 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








wECV16 DCBOTRCOY A84-PC 0 
O0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 i.4 0 5 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.2 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 




D LTA Z 
0.220 BETA 
P A R A M T R I C V 
0.000 AL 
























0 4 20.4 










0.000 AIPHAB '.000 











AEDC'VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8244- PAGE 202 
- - -






















0.7 1.000 0.1 0.2 0.3 0C.4 0.5 0.6 0.8 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES$MB4 OLTAX THETA OELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.008 
- 0.244 45000 0.228 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000 0.105 
OfSPOW 100.000 8STPOW 30.0000.226 
REFERENCE TLE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER [BODY) *AT8244- PAGE 203
 















SW"OCLYAX ETA OELTAZ PARAMETR IC VALUES 
0.144 90.000 0.226 OETA 0.000 ALPHAD $.aaa 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPH&T 9.000
 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CB00Y) .AT8244- PAGE 204
 












~ T00.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 . a. . . 
SYMBOL2 - OECTAX 44 THETA a.000 DELTAZ 0.131 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
0.00 ALPHAB - 4.933 
0.103 MACH X.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0 0.223 WBPOtJ 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
nErRENCr VILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOYJ *AT8252. PAGE 205 












0o. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 
t.0 















0.103 CBSP 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000 
PEFERNCE FIL 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY)- *AT6252.o PAGE 206 
________ 
_____ 




























7-.00.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
SYMBOL DLTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.144 45.000 0.151 
 1ETA 0.000 ALPHA - 4.933 
0.103 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.900 
S 0.228 OSPOW 0.000 83TPOW 0.000 
nFERENCt FILE 
AEDC VA1163 HDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8252. PAGE 207
 














-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.; 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMOL OCELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC 
VALUES 
0.144 80.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.933 
0 '05 MACH 2.00 ALPHA! 5I000 
0 0.226 OflPOw 0.000 8STPOW 0.000 
.crcRENCE rILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8252" PAGE 208 
























SYMBOL OtLTAX THETA OELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.933
0.144 	 0.00 0.228 

MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 3.000
0103 





AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) 	 oAT8252* PAGE .209
 





















0.3 0.4 o.5 o.6 0.7 














VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) .ATB252. PAGE 210 










. 0.3 0.4 0.6






 S31H04 DELTAX THETA OELTAZ 

BEfA 
T 0.OO AL@HAB 4.9330.144 45.000 O.Zas 

kACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000
 0.03 

CflPCw 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
o 0.26 
acrefteNC B Me 
AEOC VA1163 MOAt BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8252* PAGE 211
 
I LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 


















.0 0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.2 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
svmm OELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_0.244 90.000 0.226 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.933 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0 13 
1:2010 mBPC 0.000 BSTPOW 0.00o 
*(ERENCE rILE 
AEOC Vh11G3 NDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATB252. PAGE 212 
MACH 2


















ETA PARAMETR0.000 C VALUEi
 
ym aCC -- DLTAX .000 OELTAZTETA 0.510.144 











AEDC VAII63 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) 













- 0.2- .0 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
5y8oL DELTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 24.000 0.151 GETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.0:6 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
o.rze OR8POW 0.000 B3TPOW 0.000 
V IG3EERCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *ATS253- PAGE 214 











. .,-j, -0.4 
-0.4
 




SYMBOL DELTAM44 45.00THEY DLTAZ0.2 ETA 0.000 ALPHAO 0.o 










AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) -AT8253" PAGE 215
 





LONGITUDINAL POSIT-ION. XIL 
SYHoC, DELTA THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 












AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BOOY) *ATE253" PAGE 216 


















sym8 DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.016 
C 14 4 0.000 0.226 

0,103 
 MACH 21000 ALPHA! 9.000
 




AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8253. PAGE 217
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2










W 0.40.0 __ _ __ _ _ __ _ ___ ......__ _ _ 
0..0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYnBOL OCLTAX THETA UELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 24.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.016 
0 * 103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0.220 OtOPow 0.000 aSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIl63 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8253. PAGE 218 










. ".1 0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1'. 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
SYMBLe OELTAX THETA ODLrAZ *ARAHETRIC VALUES 
0.144 45.000 0.228 OETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.016 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000 
0 0.22% ,POW 0.000 S4TPOW 0.00 
erVeRCNCC tfLt 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8253. PAGE 219 

















-. 1o , 0.4 0.5 o.6 0.7 0. 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8253- PAGE 220 









-0.6 01 02 03 0.6 0.7 .8 09 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
SYNB CLIAX ETA DELTAZ PARAMETRC VALUE3 











AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) AT8254. PAGE 221 











-i ' .4 o. oe_. .4o. __o ._o_ ~ 
-0.20. 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-044 24.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.010 
0.M03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
o 0"26 0 BPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) oAT8254- PAGE 222 














-0. 6.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
$vms OELTAX THETA GELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- a14 4 45.000 0.151 aETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.010 
:t 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0.226 oRBP 0.000 83TPOW 0.0O0 
REVERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) oAT8254o PAGE 223 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 














. . . .. , .. 




SYMOO DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHA8 5.010
 
-_ .44 90.000 0.151 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 5.000
0.103 









AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 

1.4 






a 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 0.?r 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, XIL 
S"80L OELTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETAK¢ VALUES 
_0.144 0.000 0.228 -BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
5.010 
0.0 MAC14 2.000 ALPHAI 
$.o00 
:0.26 Brow 0.000 63TPOW 
0.000 
fl[rCRENCE rlLC 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) .ATB254* PAGE 225 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 

















0.7 0.8 .0.t 5.0 
-. 1 - 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L '
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
THETA OELTAZSYW01. DLTAX 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.010 
-0.44 24.000 0.228 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000 
.3* OOPW 0.000 0STPOW 0.000 0.226 
ADF3A CBFIL B
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *ATB254" PAGE 226 


















SYMOHG OELTAX THETA OELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.010
 
- 0.144 45.000 0.228 





AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY') AT8254" PAGE 227
 









1. 0.0 _--. . ___..___ . 
-0.0 
-0.2 
- 0.2 6 P O O TO ,0 
"OW°O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$ 06 0.7 0. 0 9.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYM86L DELTAX0°t44 THTA90.000 DELTAZ0.228 13ETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES0.00 ALPHAS 3.020 
0.0 103 ACH R.0co ALPHAI 1.000 
mcFr[nmc FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT8254o PAGE 228 
I 
-t.4 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.,8 1rr~l - -T r-T TjTrri mi-T r-*T 11Ti r Ii--ri - -r-+-­
....0.0 . . ". " 0.2 0.3 0.4 "0$0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX META DELTAZ PARAMEIRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.000 0.196 BETA ol0o0 ALPHAB - .930 
ot03 MAI 2.000 ALPHAI 0.0no 
O°|4DPO 0.000 OSTPOW ;@o*o0n 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODYJ .AT82GI- PAGE 229 



























s•Y4B OtLTAX ThETA OELTAZ 0
 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAO - ,S3 0.041 24.000 0.106 











AEDC VA1I63 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) -AT8261* PAGE 







wZ Q*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
z 






.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 " 0.? 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
SYMBOL DtLTAX THETA 0eLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 45.000 0.106 SETA 0.000 ALPHAB - S.g30 
0.105 MACH 2.000 ALPHA 0.010 
0.1" mPC, 06.oo0 STPW too.o0a 
*fieAKNCe rite 
AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *ATB2GI* PAGE 231
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 
'a 










-0 . 0. 0.3 0.4 .3 0.6 too 
'LONGiTUDINAL POSITION, XIL
 
symB DELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB -9.930 
a 41 90 0ag 0.106 

:0,03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000
 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY3 ATB261" PAGE 232
 











 T-O Q G &L H B - o
 
-0.4 




SYMBOL VELTAX 7 MTA 0.106, ___ _ALHASDELTAZ " " .000 4.A MERCVL S 
R.A4 Z.000 0.000CH ALPHAI
.0 lA 0.000 03 7po w 10 0.0 
REFERENCE FILE
 













-0.'0.ii o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 o.7 0.0 0.9 t.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBO OELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8262o PAGE ?'44 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










avma VELTAX THETA VELTAZ 
0.041 43.000 0 .106 BETA 0.000 AtPmAs 4olbs 
L.ia3 MAC t.000 ALPH0Z .*2an
 
0 4 0.1 .4p0 0.000 0.Tpow 10.0Q 
AEOC VLAG3 MAC BOOSTER BODY *AT8262A PACE 235
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 










symsm DLTAX TETA O LTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 4. 0 
a 041 98.000 0.100 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4°0
 
0°103 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ORSPO 0.000 53BTPOW 100.0000*1" 
grENERNCE rILC
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *ATB262* PAGE 236
 














0G.0. 0.t 0.3 0.4 0.5 U.60.7 0.8 0.9 . .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
OtNOO CLTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETaIC VALUtZ 
0.041 0.000 0.100 OCTA 0.00G ALfAb 0.030 
0.03 KACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 0 l V Q.o0 0sTPOW 100.000 
AEDC VAII&3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8263- PAGE 237
 








I±. 0.0 ____ ____
-0.
 
-0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 . 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
svms DELTAX THTA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
04| 24.000 0.106 BETA a,000 ALPHAS 0.030 
0,:04,, MACH :00 ALPHA! 0.000 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) ATB263" PAGE 238
 







Z 0.8 ..... 
u 
0 . ' 
Lii 
u 
wL 0.4 ____ 
-0.4 
0. 0.2 0 .3 - 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.2 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
sym$t QELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALVES 
a04t 4S.000 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 0.030 
0:103 MACH 2.00( ALPHA! 0.000 
0 .144 BP#W 0.0005 aSTPOW 0oo.000 
REPERENCC ELE 
AEOC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) oATO2G3- PAGE 239 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 












0.20.1 0..3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0._ _ 0.0.9 1. 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L •
 
sywll OELTAX THEA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
8ETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.050 0 .4 90.000 0.106 

,02t3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000
 0.164 0.2 0.3 0. 0..00 53TPOW 100.000 
R[FERENCE rILE
 
AEDC'VA63 MDAC BOOSTER PAGEBODY) 240
LAT8263" 










.0 0.3 04 .. 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
0.041 0.0m 0.106 EtTA 0.000 ALPHAO 3.096 
LOACH 2.00 ALPHA0 .. 020 
oa:|o4 coPw 0400O bSTPOW too.quo 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) -AT8264- PAGE -241 











- 0 0.1 Wt 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.8 0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
0.04 0.12400 svma DETAXDeTAZPARAMETRIC0.2. THET BTA 0 000 VALUESALPHAB 5.090 














AEOC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8264" PAGE 242 








z 0.0 • 
a-.
 
-0CIA. 0-i 0.11 0.4 05 0.6 .08 * G 
LONGITUOINAL POSITION, X/L 
$y NSOL VL TA X THTA O ETAZ PARAMETR IC VAL US 
a 04t 4 .000 0.$6 OTA .O000 A P A .9 
0:*13 AH 200 ALPHAI 0.000 
REVERENCE FILE 
EOC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER CBOOY) *AT824. PAGE 243 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 






















-0.tt070. . . 
0o.0 0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 08. 0.) s.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L. VALUESo PARAMETRIC 
A PRM I ALUES
 SYMBOL DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 







AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8264" PAGE 








0. . .0..51. 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL . HLTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.000 0.206 SETA 0.Q0c ALPHAS 10.090 
O03
.00.000 MACHOROPOW 2.000" ALPHATS$TPOW 11.000 
strcece FILE 
AEDC VAt163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY] -ATS265- PAGE 245 
























24 .0 00 
DELTAZ 





. 000 ALPHA S 1. 0 50 
2.000 ALPM&I 0.000BSTPOW0.0.002 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC-VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) oATB265- PAGE 246 











. . .~ --­i , . . . 
0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 



















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8265" PAGE 247 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 
S.4 











. 0.w 0. 
OELTAX THETA DELTAZ 




VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) 
0.4 0.5 0,6 ,? 
















LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2I 











-010.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0-.S 0.6 '0:7 0.8 0.9 2 .0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. XIL 
SYMOCC OELTAX THETA DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.7 0.000 0.100" BETA 0.00a 
ALPMAB S.930 
MfACH 2.000 WLHAT 0.O00 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) oflT8271. PAGE 249 " 
















j0.1 0.2 0.3 .4 0.5 0.6 ,.8 0.0 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX THETA DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-) U.179 ZA.00a 0.106 BETA O.000 ALPHA$ 9.s3a 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
OABPOW 100.000 85TPOW Go.olon 
,NEFCKENCC FtLt 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8271* PAGE 250 










" 0.2 0.3 a.10 4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYv480 CELTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMETRIC 
VALUES 
- 0.179 45.000 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.930 
HACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
enPow 100.000 8STPOW 100.000 
OEFeRENCI FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8271" PAGE 251 
1.4 







-0.U0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? 0.a 0.9 1.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
S¥MB OELTAX THETA DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 a.179 gO00a 0.206 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.930 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
0RIPCW 100.0O0 BSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBOOY) -AT8271- -PAGE 252 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH.2
 








- 0.s 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O. 0.? D.8 0.91.0 















OMPow 100.000 UOTPOW 100.000 
REVERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8272. PAGE 253 















0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.0 3.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L-
SYMCO DELTAX THETA DELTAZ 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 







ORPOt tO0000 BSTPOW 200000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8272. PAGE 254 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 










-000 0. U.0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.* 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
. PARAHTRIC VALUES5VM400. CELTAX THETA DELTAZ $ETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.900
Q - 0.179 45.000 0.106 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAZ 0.000 
oBPC t 100.000 SSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VAI163 'AC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8272. PAGE 255
 















0. 0. 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.$ 1.0 















BP0W 10000 BSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8272- PAGE 256 















°'. o.00 1 0.2 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 0.8 . 1. 



















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BODY) AT8273. PAGE 257 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 





















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 














0EDCVA1163 MAC BOOSTER BODY .AT273 . 'PAGE 258 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUION OF BOOSTERFUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 











0 0.179 4s.600 0.106 
 $t8TA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.030 
-MACH t.000 ALPHAI 0.000
U.PO 100.0an ISTPOV ton.000
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) #ATB273" PAGE 259
 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES - MACH 2 trr r-1-r­










-02 .1 o.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 o.6 0.7 0.6 0.10z~ 










0.000 -ALPHAS 0.050 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT O.Doo 
ORSPO 10.O0oO SSTPOW 100.0O0 
REFERENCE MEL 
AEOC VA1163 MDA:C BOOSTER (BODY) oATS273- PAGE 260 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 








-0.4C-,. LINGIUDINL POSTIONX/L 
-d0. 7 .0 ~ O £A 000 APA .8 
6.0tD00 MACH 2.00 SPWALHA O*O_.00 
wE VAIG3 0.4BO.STE 0 0.ACAT7 
_BODY_ P2.E 2 0I 
LONITUINAPOSITION X/L. 10.0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEIJC VA13 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) *AT8274* PAGE 281 
_ _ 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OFBOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES MACH 2
 



















0.1 0. 0.3 0.4 - 0.3 0.8 0.7 0.8 .1o 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L
 
PARAMETRIC VALUESSvlOtC CELT.AX THETA OELTAZ 
BETA 0000 ALPHAB 5.080 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA!, .000 
CAsPOW 10D.000 BSTPOW too.000 





AEOC VA1163 MDAC'BOOSTER3 CBODY) AT8274- PAGE 262
 







w0. 05 _____4 0.6 , S_.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION., X/L
 
byY60L DELTAX THTA DELYiZ PARAMETRIC VALUX
 
C) 0.179 45.000 0.106 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAO 3.000 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
ORGPO 100.Q00 a$Tpow sc000 
arefie[Nce FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BODY) oAT8274* PAGE 263
 













0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.0 S.o 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION, X/L 
SY"H81 OELTAX THETA DLt PARAMETRIC VALUES 








SBPeo4 100.800 BSPOW 200.000 
rAtrENC rTLE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8274. PAGE 264 














-0.2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 .O 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMBOL DELTAX THETA CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 - 0.179 0.000 0.206 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.050 
HACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
ORSPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 100.000 
RerMeNCE rTLr 
AEDC VA1163 NDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8275. PAGE 265 












a. 0.6 ______ 
ii] 0.4 
CS) 




-. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 o.? 0.0 0.9 1.0 










0.000 ALPHAS 10.050 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
ORSPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE rILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8275. PAGE 266 











Lii 0.2 _ ___ 
0.0 
-0.4 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 -7 o.q a.Q 2.0 
LONGITUDINAL POSITION. X/L 
SYMO0 OCLTAX THETA OELTAZ PARAMEiRIC VALUES 








O8POW 100.000 GSTPOW 200.000 
P1cFREHCE FILE B 
AEOC VAIS3 MOAt BOOSTER CR00"Y) *ATB27S. PAGE 267 
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER FUSELAGE PRESSURES ­






























- 0.5 0.4 o's D.s 0.7 















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBODY) *AT8275- PAGE 268 




























0. 0.4 0.5 0.4 














AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSIER CUPPER WING) -BT8211- PAGE 269 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD.POSITION. XIC 
SYMBO4 DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 





































-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/S OELTAZQ - 0.143 0.497 0.0 
2 0 02 
0.227 
OEPRENCE VILE 
















CHORDWISE'DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 


































AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTS2II- PAGE 272 











LOCAL CH6RD POSITION, X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
STMOCC DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.952
 
- 0.143 0.773 0.120 

MACH .00 ALPHAt 0.1300
0.202 OB '00 B3TPOW 50.000
0 0.Zv 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT8211- PAGE 273
 












. .. . , J r .
 
-0.4 
-0.60 00. 0.8 0. 0.8.0.. 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C -
PARAMETRIC VALUES
S07004 0ELTAX y'B OELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.952 0.144 0.221 0.151 

MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 0.102 

onPw 100.000 OSTPOW 30.000 0226 

*LF(RCNCC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8211" PAGE 274
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0.4: __ ________ _____ 
-0.2 










0.3 0.4 0.5 0.e 
















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING) oBT8211o PAGE 276 
1.4 
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
svka DEL TAX Y's DELTAZ PARAMETRtC VALUES 
0.1030 NAtH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 




_ _ _ _ _ 






















00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYMBOL DELTAX Y/ DELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
S 0.43 0.359 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.952
10.03 
 HACH 2.000 ALPHAI q.oao
 
0.22? 
 ORBPOW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8211o PAGE 280
 
-0.4 






...... . ... .....
 
0.. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 _ __0.0_ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SymQ DZLTax TIE VELTAZ PARAACTRIC VALUES 
- 0.t43 0.497 0.228 SETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 993 
0.sos MACH 2.060 ALPHAT 0.000 
AEDC VAlIG3 MOAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING) *BT8211o PAGE 281 















- 2.1 0~.2 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 3 0 . 6 0 . 7 . 0 . 0 . 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
YMSCC DLTAX 







0.000 ALPHAS2 .0 00 A L P HA I 9.93Z . 0 0 0 
0 22 7 ORPO 10.000 
8TPW 5.000 
XEFe tMCV 0F|LE 
AEC VA113 MAC BOOSTER UPPER WING3 *BIB211* PAGE 282 






-0. 66.0_ .50 ___0_ 
XS
V114 0. 3at.a.. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
slWs DaITAX 10 DeLTAZ PARARCIAIC VALUt$ 
0.tM MAC" *oa0 ALPHAt 0.0 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT821|* PAGE 283 













-0 "0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYHa DELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 
0 - 0 .390 0.2z1 0.908 
REFERENCE FILE 
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AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8211" PAGE 285 
_____ 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 

















OELTAX V's DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.390 0.497 0.908 SETA 0.00 ALPHAB - 9.952 
.	 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) .*BT8211" 	 PAGE • 286
 































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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0 














-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES
 
a .143 0.359 0.120 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.93. 
0 104 HACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0 228 oBP0w 100.000 BSTPOW 30.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEOC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8212. PAGE 290
 
_____ 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 












_.0.4 0.5 a.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sykaCC O.LTA; Y'B DELTAZ. 




AEDC'VA1l63 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8212. 
o. 














LmUKUWibL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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-0. °000.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMSCC; DELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 




















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 









-O . 0 .1 . 0 .2 0 . 3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/IC 
slmstC DELTAX Yle OELTAZ0 44 0.359 0.15% 
0.04 
.1022. 0.2 .05P 0.STPOW 
RErERENCE FILE-





0 .8 0 .9 




















0.2 ____ __________ 
-0.2 
-0.4 
-0.60.0 0.1 0.9 . . 0.$ 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
Svwa VELTAX Y/B VELTAZt44 00497 0.153 
.:140.220 
R[EERNCE VILE 





PARAMETRIC VALUE50.000 ALPHAD 


































0.3 _204 05 06 
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-0.60.0 O.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 --. 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYNSCL VELTAX Y/S OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0144 0.773 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.935 
H.0ACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.@0 
:0,26 ORBPO 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BT8212- PAGE 298 
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REFERENCE IG E 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8212. PAGE 299 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











4 . . a . . ..
-0.0 
-00 o.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.? 0.8 0.) 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYHOO OELTAX Y/S OELTAZ 
BETA a.000 ALPHAS - 4.9350.43 0.359 0.228 

MACH S.000 ALPHAI 0.0oOA 0.103 
OsPOW 100.000 OSTPOW 50.0000.227 

AncvcnENCc EILE 
AEOC VAl183 MOAt BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8212o PAGE 300
 






















0.3 0.4 0.$ 0,6 
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"0. "Ol0.2 0.3 T,4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD.POSITION. XIC 
i ymBcc orLTAX Y/s CELTAZ 
a 043 0.635 0.228 
2 ­ 0: 
103Z 
0 .0 C 

















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 






















0.3 0.4 o.a a-.' 
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a 0 . . ' .*6 0 6c r 
__0._ .MACH . __ _._0
 
Li a° 2o 
_____o,__4o_ . Qo. . ~ 




AEDC VA11.3 M1AC BOOSTER UPPER WING *BT8212- PAGE 304
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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. . 070 . . 
-0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/e DELTAZ 
Q 0.390 0.633 -0.90S 
ArtoEr"C Me 









































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8. 
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- 0o1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION.,k/C 
1oL OELTAX @T" OELTAZ 
A 013MACH 
o 0.22? 






















__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
"aiD Oos 0.2 0.3 0M4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 l.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL OtLTAX Y/B DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
. .43 0.353 0.120 DETA' 0.000 ALPHAS 0.02? 
• 0:103 MACH - 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0.227 ORSPOW too.000 OSTPOW - 30.000 
REErENCE FILE -
AEDC VA1163 MDAC-BOOSTER CUPPER-WING) . *BT8213* PAGE -310 












0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 o.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 


















































0.3 0.4 0.3 0.8 
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.0 0.20. 2 0.3 0 ,4 0.5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
OflO CELTAX Yj' OELTAZ 











































0.3 0.4 0.5 o. 
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- 0.4 o 
0.104 
0EFERCHCE PILE 
AEOC VAI183 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8213" 

































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BT8213- PAGE 316 
1.4 







AEC V M,, B ( W , P




__ __S0.144 005 .5 EA000APA 12 
-073"0ID2 + . +-0 . o + +
U. 0. 2 MOW _TW to.00 5000 
LOA HOIPSTINnl
 
0044 0.1 0.2 0.30.503.0. 0TA O 0. A 0P.9 1.0 
0.104 
 flACH 2.000 ALP$AX 0.000
 
0 O.227 CfBPVC 100,000O STPOW 50.000
 
°
 AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *6T8213 PAGE 317
 























0.3 0.4 0.5 0'._ 
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.3 . 4 0 . 5 .6 
LOCAL CHOR POSITION 
0ACH 
X.C 
o . 7 
BETA 
SP 










AEDC VA1I163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) -BT8213. PAGE 319 















_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0.2 





0 . 1 
Y/B 
0.359 
0 . 2 
DELTAZ 
0.228 
0 3 0 .4 0 5 0 6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
0 .7 0 8 0 .8 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
MACH i.000 ALPHA0 







VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT8213- PAGE 320 
CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) 
-BT8213. PAGE 322 















• LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
FARARETRIC VALUES
 symeo OELTAX rfs DELTAZ 0 4.0.. TA ALPHA 0.027 
NAC4 2.l00 ALPHAt 0.000 
0.43 0.773 0.2 
0°|03 

ORPOW 100.000 BsTPOW 50.000 o 0.227 

VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8213o PAGE 323
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
. It . . .. . 
1j0.4 
0 . 
PRMti iiiA CVAUE 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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0.°3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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__ _ _ 
I'-­
-0.4+ 
-­0. 0*_ 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMOCC VELTAX Y/B DELTAZ- 0.390 0.773 0.908 
REpRENCE FILE 















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








0.1O~ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0i.i80*9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
STMaC, OELTAX Y/w' DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
C 0143 
O:Ios 








0.226 OROPO 100.000 63TPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIlG3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8214. PAGE 329 










L .0 0.10:t o;.3....5060. - . 001 
0. 4 
_________AO.OO ALKB .0 
a M0.4 
:210234OCA CHSPRD POSITION X/Co 0, 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BTS214- PAGE 330 





































AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8214o PAGE 331 











ul 0.4 _ __ _
 
xi 0.2 
- .4 .4 
MACH a000 ALPHA. 0.000
0:"03 





AEDC VAX11S3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WINGI *2T9214* PAGE 332
 
t.4 




























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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- .0 O0 .0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syms 'OELT4X "YlB OIELTAZ 




















CHORDWISE.DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 






_ _ _ _ 





VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8214. 
















0.1 * 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.. 1.O 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYHBOL aELTAX Y/S DeLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 0.49? 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.041 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAX 0.000 
0.226 ORBPOW 100.000 8STPQW 50.000 
ErFrXeNCe FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *618214- PAGE 336
 
0.4 















:'00.1 a.S* . 0.5 O 
0 
0.7 * ~ g 1 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 
SyNB .O[TAZPARAMETRIC LTX Y/ VALUES 
0.144 0.635 0.151 BETA A C H 
000 
2 .0 0 0 
APA 
A L P H A T 
,4 
O .0 0 
0.103 0R5PQW 100.000 83TPOW 50.000 
.0.22 
REFERENCE riLf 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 oBTB214* PAGE 337 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER MING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
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-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
ZYMBL DELTAX Y's DELTAZ 





























. .. .. . . . 
i i ,. . 
-0.4 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0. 0.9 1.0 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH
 
1.6 
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LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y"8 VELTAZ 
0 0.390 0.2W 0.906 
REFERENCE PILE 










0.0 0 0 
9O.000 
344 
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___---- _ _-------_" 





















AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) .BT8214. PAGE 346 













0ACH .2000 2.000 ALPHA0 

0.P0 100.000 OSTPOW 50.000
 
REFERENCE FIE
AE0..VAIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING] *BT8214 PAGE 347
 



















.0. _ 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 . 0.7 0.8 . 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
$YU00LD ELTAX t/8 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE5 
0 - 0.390 0.773 c.eoo BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
Oo pow 100.000 BSTPOW 50.00a 
REFtRENCE FtLE 
AEOC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8214- PAGE 348 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BT8215. PAGE 349 















4___9___0 TA O__ L__ 
0.0 













.2 05 . 05 0.6 















AEOC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8215. PAGE 350 
1.0 



















O.3 0.4 - 0.5 0.0 














AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTS215. PAGE 351 









0'.1 0.2 o.3 0 .4 0.5 o.6 0.7 o.6 o.0 1.0 
• LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL OLLTAX V/S DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0 4 0 35 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.030 
t 03 MACH *.Ono ALPHAI 0.000' 
O.26 OBPO $00.000 OSTPOW $0.000
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT8215- PAGE lci9
 
____ 












-0. ______  
-0.10 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
'LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETAC VALUES 
- 0.143 0.773 0.120 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/s DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.030 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000S0.03 
0iSPo 100.000 0STPOW so.000o 0.26 
REVReNCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 *BT8215" PAGE 353
 
-0.4 















____.__._ ______o__ __08o__  
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 ().$' 0.7 0.8 0.9 *: 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/0 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES o - 0145 0.221 0.251 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB O.030 
. '03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
o 0.2t ORSPOW 100.000 83TPOW 50.:000 
SPERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8215* PAGE 354
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES.- MACH 2­












0o OS 0.2 0.3 0.4 O.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.0 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
PARANEIRIC VALUES
 SYNSO" DELTAX "Y/B 0ELTAZ T M 
B Goo ALPHAS 10.030
 
0 049 0.359 0.151 SACH 02:000 ALPHAI 0.000 
:,,03 
OnBpo 100.000 SSTPOW "SO
 O.216 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER W.ING) *BT8215. PAGE 355
 


















0. . 0.4 * 0.5 0.6 














•AEO: VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTS215o' PAGE 356 












































AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) .BT8215. PAGE 357 
_ _ _ 
_ _ 
____ 





















 ±- f . .. .- B 
-O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
 0.5 0.6 0.8
0.7 0.9 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYMBCC DELTAX V/8 OELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
o - 0.45 0.773 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.030 
0.103 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0.26 csProw 100.000 aSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) BT8215, PAGE 358
 













0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0 1.0 
"0".0 0.1 O.z 0.3 0.4 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC
 
PARAMETRIC VALUE3
¥/s 0.226 0.000 10.030
8YMOCC CELTAX DELTAZ BETA ALPHASa 143 0.221 

MACH R*o ALPHAT 0.000
0. 03 
OBPM |0,O0O BSTPOW 50.000
0.227 

AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 .BT8215. PAGE 359
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AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 -BT8215* PAGE 361 










w 0.4 __ __ 
-Oq00.1 8.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
S DELTAX we8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0143 0.035 0.22- OCTA 0.000 ALPHAO 10.030 
O~ia3 RACH ,2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 
o SP 100.000 6$TPOW 50.0000 0.27 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTERJ[UPPER WING) BT8215- PAGE 362
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EReAV CZ FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT9215, PAGE 363 
















7°0- 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 .5 0.6 0.7, 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION- X/C 
SYMOCrC DELTAX Y/s CELTAZ 



























UI 0.4 Got 
Lo­
-0.4 
0 0 O.2 0.2 0.3 '0.4 ' 0.3 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.10 1.0 
















0.P0 10*.O0 esTPOW 50.000 
RCVCRCNCE VILE 
AEDC VA16X3 MDAC BOOSTER UPPER WINGR BT8215" PAGE 3S5 
1.2 































DAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING *BT8215 PAGE 366 
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syMBC C DELTAX 















AEDC VAI.I63 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8221. PAGE 369 
t.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES MACH 2
 
a * g-r-1r-r rT----7 r--I--- -r- j-r-, r-j-r 
0.Ld 
IL 0.4 
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_ _ -- --- ---­_ ---­
-0.O- .1D2 0.3 0.4 Ca 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 *.a 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
$¥WksL CILTAX r/S "OELTAZ PARAMETRtC VALUES
 
0.143 0.*497 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.961
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.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYIOCt OELTA /e DLTAZ 









































-0.0 .1 0.a 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9.0 




sYMBo OCLTAX Y/S DELTAZ 
BETA 0,000 ALPHAS - 9.9810.143 	 0.773 0.120 
MAC 2.000 ALPHA? 0.0000;103 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING-PRESSURES- MACH 2
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES- MACH 2
 
1.6 _ _,_ _ 
1.4 7 







"°*60. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1-o 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C"
 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.143 0.773 c*tSJ BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.9el
 
0:2,03 MACH & 000 ALPHA! o.aoo
 0. e2 
 OEPO .0.000 RSTPOW ocob
 
EgV13ENCE WiLP 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 o8T8221. PAGE 378
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--0 :1 40.103 
'.260..00 
Yle 




0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
I .0_ 
1 .41 









0.4 ." . ... 
svwa DETX
'a0.020n 
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0O*.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYHSBt DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ 



















_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 







0­ 1.2 * O__0____0_ 05 
___ _0 __ . __ 9______ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
$Y"40L DELTAX T/9 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0 .4 4 0 . 7 7 1 . i z a O VTA 0 a o a A L P H A S - . 0 
0. 03 
 HACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
OROPOW 0.00 Oa 0.o00
. STPow 
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___ 0.7 ___ 0.6 0.9_ 
I- 0. o_____ 0.2___ 0.3___ 0.4___ 1.0___ 
SyTaCC OELTA Y/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
- 0.391 0.221 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.98| 
0 520 ACH . 000 ALPHA 0 000 
0 BP 0 0 00 0TPOW 0 .000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER UPPER WING) BT8221 PAGE 384 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 ­ 0.6 0.?0.8_ 
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E FCKRCE fLTE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC-BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 *8T8221* PAGE 387 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING-PRESSURES- MACH 2
 
1.2 
1.0 ____ _ 
uZ0U 




















0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
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0.2 . . 
DELTAZ 
0.120 
.0.3 . . .0.4 " .5 .6 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
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Id 0.8I-0. _-_.,___ 
-0.4 
0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/e OELTAZ 














































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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o o.20.. 2.4 o.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD-POSITION. X/C 
SYMBC OELTAX Y'B OELTAZ 
















































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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0 .4 9 7 
OELTAZ 
0 . 1 5 1 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
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0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYhbBO DLYAX Y7' DELTAZ 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8222-










-CHOROWISE-DISTRIBUTION OFBOOSTER UPPERMING PRESSURES -'MACH 2
 
4 fI lI l ] I i l l l I l 
I 











0.2 2 ORSOW 0.00 83PO aco
-0.6 ... . , i J .. 
0. .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 * 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
arkoot 0ELTAX YnB 0[LAZ PARAHtTRIC VALUESl 
- 0.144 0.775 0.151 AETA - 0.000 ALPIIAO 4.970 
M*OACH . 2.00 ALPHA? 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8222- PAGE 398
 

























0.3 0.4 0.5 0-.a 
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000.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
sy"Bot 0 LTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
a : 1 4 4 0 .3 5 9 0 .2 28 
103 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT8222. 
0.7 



























0°9 0 .228 
.1.2e0. 
0.3 0.4 - 0.5 0.6 
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0.4 0.4 0.5 0.0 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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-0..0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBL OeLTAX Y/B DELTAZ 
0.301 0.407 0.908 
fl 
REFERENCE FILE 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4 
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o.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
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CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 





















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BTB223* PAGE 409 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER-UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











0. 0. 03 
____ 
4,4 
____ ____ ___ 
.1 
_ 
. . . 
5YMOCA DELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
- .*243 00.29 0.120 
.0 3 
RZFERCNCE rtLEAEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER 





PARAMETRIC VALUJES 0.000 ALPHA_ - 0.002 
t.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0000 BTPOW.8 . 
AUPPERP GE 410 
























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 4.? 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 u.s 
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- o.5 06 0.7 a 6_.__. 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/a DCLTAZ I!ARAMETRIC VALUES 
_0. 4 0.773 0.120 BETA- 0.00 ALPHAa - 0.002 
0. 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.1 . 0..4 0.0STPOW o0.p .. 0 
0E.C BT8223. 413
VA1163 MAAC BOSTER (UPPER WING) PAGE 
























0.3 0.4 0.5 - 0.8 
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0.3 0.8 0.? 0.4 0.9 1.000 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMSCO OCLTAX Y/S OCLTAZ 
SETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.002I.144 0.359 0B152 
MACH *.00 ALPHAI 0.000
 003 

COBPW 0.000 SSTPOW 0.O00­0 o.ne 
REFRENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTS223. PAGE 415
 
1.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
Lo 
00. 0. 14 0.3_ 
Ili 
-0. 0 . 0 2 .6 U . 0 .9 1 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC
 
-YMBOL OELTA Y18 DELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUE5
 
_ 0 .144 '0 .49? 0 .13 1 -
 B TO , o
 
0.00 ALPHAB oooe 
ACH 2.000 ALPM&t 0.000 
0 03-BTA
0 26 0,0 




AEDC YAI 163 MDAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING) oBT8223. PAGE 416 













OLJ 0.0.2.40506 , , 0l, 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
syms DELTAX0 144 Y/a0.6L5 DELTAZ0.151 SETA PARAMETRIC VALUE3 0.00 ALPHAB - 10_02 
0. 03 MAC" Z.000 ALPMAZ 0.000 
0.2.6 0 00.P.. 0.000 0sTPOW .00 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOACBOOSTERDBTE223 UPPER WING) PAGE 417 









_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I 0.2 U-A 
Of 
-0. 
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-4.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sy&,CC CELTAX Y/' DLTAZ 


































w 0 .01 0.4. . 0.50. 07 00 .21. 
Ld 0,HtH OD LH: . 
0. 2o 8OW 0.000 BSTPOW O.00 
REVERENCE FILE 
A97nr VA11r3 mnAr ROMTER rtJPPER WING) oBT8223. PAGE 420 


















.. 0.2 . 
ELTAZ 
0.228 
.. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 




0 .6 0.9, 
*PARAMTRIC VALUS 
0.000 ALPHAS 
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA!183 MDAC BOOSTER -GUPPER WING) ,BT8223* PAGE 422 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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"0S. o%Oa. 1 0 .2 0 . 3 0 .4 . 3 0 .6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syms DELTAX Y/s DELTAZ 
a .39!2 .l 0.908 
a .920 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BT8223. 
. 7 , 
BETA 
MACHwBPo 





















-0".1V0 0.1 0.9 0.3" 0.4 0.5 0.6 
'LOCAL CHORD-POSITION. X/C 
symz DELTAX Y;,a DZLTA/ 
- -0321 0.359 0.908 
0:320 -
ILPERENCE PILE 



























00.2 0. 0.4 0.$ O.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
SYMBOL OELTAX Yz0 DeLTAZ 
- 0.391 0.497 0.908 
0.520 
REFERENCE FILE 





























-0. O.1 0.2 0.3 C 4 0.5 O 0.7 0.6 o.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
PARAMETRIC VALUESsyNam DELTAX T/0 DELTAZ BETA 0.0 ALPHAb 0.0020. 1 0.635 0.08 
MACH 4.000 ALPHAI 0.0400. :20 
CRBfow 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
 
REFERENCE FiLE 
AEOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8223. PAGE 427
 
MACH 2,






y H eB t D L TAX 
,:o39t 
v i a 
.? 
V M 
T A Z 
.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
MAC" 
PARAMETRIC VALVS 
0. 0 0 0 A L P H A B 
t.000 ALPHAt 
o ,o o z 
0.0ca 
gremRceC FILE 
AEBC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BTB223* PAGE 428 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING.PRESSURES - MACH 2
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0 . 3 0 .4 0 .5 O . 6 





0 . 4 0 9 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 







AEOC VA.163 MDAC BOOSTER WING) 
TOLE 
oBT8224. LUPPERPAGE 430 









0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.004 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYHMOL CLTAX YIB OELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.009 
- 0.143 0.49? 0A20 
0.103 	 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
O6PW 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000o 0.226 
fttrmRtNCE FILE 
AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8224" 	 PAGE 431
 


































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1IG3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8224. PAGE 432 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











O.6 0.8 0.0 2.0
-0".0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMBOL OeLTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.009
0.243 0.77Z 0.120 

MACH 2.000 WLHAT O.000
0.103 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) -BT8224- PAGE 433
 









.0 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
syms DELTAX YXB 0ELrAZ

.._ .°244 0.221 a.151 .PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHA0 000
 
0.103 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA0 0.000
 
0.ZZG 0.1 0.w 00.30. 0.TPOW .0?e. 
AE0C VA113 MDAC BOOSTER WING. BT8224" 0UPPER 434
AGE 









..o~~ - ------------ __ 
-0.4 
-. 400 o.1 o.2 0.3 o.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OkLTAX Y/S DELTAZ 




































LJ 0.2 2 
-0.4 
0.0 Goi 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 a,.6 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX y/8B DELTAZ 
-0.144 0.497 0.151 BETA 
003MACH 
0.226 • BPo 
RZFEflENCE FILE
 
AEpC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER.[UPPER WING) *BT8224" 































0.3 0.4 0.3 0*s 













AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING) *BT8224. PAGE 437 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










"°.L.. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.. 0.6 0.7 .8 0 9 .0,
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
svma DELTAX* Y/8 " DELTAZ PARAmETRIC VACUES 
0 1.44 0.773 0.151 
 BETA. 0.000 ALFHAB .0 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAZ 05:,009O*:S3 

0.226 
 onsPo Q.000 08TPOW 0.000,
 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 °BT8224- PAGE 438 












0.60o 0o.1 .2 0.3 O.A ,4° 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
$YMR DEOLTAX Y/S OCLTAZ 











































0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
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-0. . 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 .
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
67HOOL 0.DELTAX YID 0CLTAZ8TA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.009 
0.17 .2.0. 2.000 ALPHA 0.0 
MACH 200APA .0S.103
o 0.22 sPOW 0.000 BOTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 




















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 




SYMBO OELTAX Y/S OELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.144 0.655 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHA$ 5.00S
 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000
 a 230.226 
 OfOP 0.000 8STPOW 0.000
 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8224*, PAGE 442
 
1.4 







0a.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.$ O.e 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL BELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 




































AEDC VA1A3 MOAC BOOSTER 












CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









-o°* 6, , , 
0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SfMUC1 OELtAX Y's CELtAZ 
- 0.391 0.350 0.90s 
0.520 
REFERENCE FILE 

















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES -'MACH 2
 
I. F* aII i , 
 l 















0. _ 07.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMBOL CELTAX t'6 OEITAZ 
C)-0.301 0.497 0.908 
0.520 
A rV R NCL GLE 

























-0.0 _ _ 
-0.2 
0.1 0 .2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 
- 039l 0.635 0.908 
0.520 
REFRENCE FILE 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - hACH 2
 
1.8 i_ 
_ _ _ _ l_ _ l_ _ _$ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 


























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 














AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT8224* PAGE 448 
--

















0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 




*fm~L0t DELTAx V/a DELTA? 
BETA 0.000 ALF-HAS 10.002
fl - 0.143 0.221 0.120 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.0000.103
0 0.26 OBPW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
*(FPRENCC FILE
 
AEDC VAII63 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8225* PAGE 449
 



























0.3 0.4 0.S 0.0 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT8225- PAGE 450 



















0.3 0.4 3. 0.6 













AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT8225" PAGE 451 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER -CUPPER WING') *BT8225. PAGE 452 

















" .1 0.2 *0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. "X/C 
0.7 












AEOC VA1163 NOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *8T8225* 

0.6 0.9 0 .0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB 10.002 
2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0.000 BSTPOW 0.00 
PAGE 453 













L . "0. 
-i0.2 
44 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
OOG 
_ 
. ALHA _________TO 0 
.00.1 
SYMBOLC DELTAX Vt'S 








0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 













AEDC VAIVB63 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *6T8225* PAGE 454 
















ano - 0.4 0.- 0.7-_ ---- . _ Ito 
-O 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYM"04 CELTAX Y/S DELTAZ2 0.144 0.359 0.151 
0.103 
.23 
VrctEfTC Eri UT 






























0, w 0.4 
_______ -------__ ____.__ 
-0. 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL OCLTAX YI OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.- 44 0.497 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002
 
O.t03 MACH *.000 ALPHAK 0.000
 
0 .Z 0R0P4 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000
 
arCEAtNCE VILE 
AEDC vAI63 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8225. PAGE 456
 
















00.1.0.1 012 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 O.. 1.0 
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-00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6
0.5 0.7 0.8 0.a 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
syk0o OELTAX Y/0 DLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
- 0.144 0.773 0.251 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.002
 
0.03 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000
 
o 0.226 OeePOW 0.000 S3TPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FMLE
 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) °BT8225. PAGE 458
 














I., 0.t 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 $.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
Sya DEB Y/13 PARAMETRIC VALUESOLTAX CELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 Q 244 0.21 0.228 

: 103 
 MACH 2.000 ALP"Al C.000 
.40000.226IiP 0.000 83TPOW 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 °BT8225. PAGE 459
 










*0o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL: CHORD POSITION. X/C
5YH80. DELTAX Y/' DELTA? 
0.144 0.359 0.2282 o103 
o 0:26 
REFERENCE PILE 



























0.5 0.0 0 7O, I.Q

-0. 0.2 O. 0.4 




SYlleo CELTAX Y/ DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 0.2260.144- 0.497 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 0s 
COPOW 0.000 SSTPOW 0a.0o 0. 0.226 
REFERENCE rILE 
461
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8225- PAGE 













0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 




E A reRENCE FILE 





























-0 01 G.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 




_,0.114 0.773 0.28 

sywa" OEL TAX Y/8 DELTAZ 
ORTA 0.000 ALPHAD 10.002
 
MACH a.cl00 ALPHAt 0.000
 OBPO 0.000 83TPOW 0.000




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8225* PAGE 463 
____ 
__ __ 
















- - i ---­
-0.2 
0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0o. 5.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syms, OELTAX Y/8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.390 0.221 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 
0.520 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ORSPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
RE RENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI113 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8225. PAGE 464
 


























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
















AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING] *BT8225- PAGE 4G5 





















0 . 2 
OELTAZ 
0.906 
0 3 0 4 0 . 3 0 6 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER-WING) ,BT8225-


























0.0 0HC ,~~~~ ~ ~ ~.0 . 3- 0.3 
LOA CODPAIT.N / 
EA 0.0,00 LHSAPA 1.0.0 
-0.4.00 BTPW O.Q 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTB225* PAGE 467 









0.. 0.2 o.3 0.4 0.5 05 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SY-BOL DLTAX 0,7 OELTAZ 
A 0.90 o.173 0o908 
.2o 
EREVENCL FILTE 
























wz ------ _.,__ 	 __ __ _ ______u 
-0.4 




-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? a.. 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMCD CELTAX YVs DELTAZ 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.042 	 0.z 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS ".9- 0
 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000
0.103 

0.165 	 045P0W 0.000 BSYPOW 0.000
 
uIrFetNCc FILE 
AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER'WING) -BT8231* 	 PAGE .469
 
























0 .3 0 4 0 .5 0 6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 













AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) oBT8231. PAGE 470 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










w0 0.2 0.3 0.4 . 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ 




















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES'- MACH 2
 




















It0. 0.2 	 0.3___ 0. aS .60. 08 .92. 
-0 4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMOL CELTAX Y's -ELTAZ 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.039 0.105 	 BETA 0.O0fl ALPHAS - 0.00 
,,3MACH 	 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000
 




AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *8T8231* 	 PAGE 472
 











w .4 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 .. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sYme DELTAX Y/B ""OELTAZ

































-0.0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 ~ 0. 0 0~.0 sad 
LOCAL CHORD POSITI.ON. X/C$fl480 DELTAXe Y'B VELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0041 0.22t 0.105 BETA 0.000 ALPAB - 4.Oft 
203-. MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.06O

O.163 B.OSE 




AEDC VA1163 MB^C BOOSTER CUPPER WING) .BTB232o PAGE - 474 













Ld 0. O___0._ O.S 0,6 0.? _*_ _,O
 
In 




.0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 
 0.8 0. 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL. CELTAX Y," CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.966
 0.041 0.339 0.105 

MACH 2.000 ALP$AI 0.000




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8232. PAGE 475
 












o.- 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/9 DELTAZ 
0.041 0.49? 0.105 
0*,03 
REVERENCE FILE 














































0.3 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) ,BT8232. PAGE 477 
































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
















AEDC VAI1S3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8232. PAGE 478 















SyHB t DELTAX 
,:04110 3 
.. 
.o0 . . 
Y/8 DELTAZ 




0.4 o.5 o.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER WINGS BTT233, BUPPERPAGE 479 











*=" O 0.2 0.3 0.4 Q.5 0.0 . 0..9 -4.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
fima DCLTAX Y/s , DgLTAZ PARAK TAI.0400 041 0.105 VALUE30.16 0. 03 ,4 0.000 ALPHA00. 05 . 0.00 0.0o 000 
0.103 




AEOC VAIIn3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT9233. PAGE 490
 



























0.3 0,4 0.3 0.6 






0.8 a.t . 
PARAMETRtC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAS 8.000 
2.000 ALPHA0 .20,0 
0s..0 .. 0 
REFERENCE FILE 
0EDCVA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) -BT8233- PAGE 481 







I 0.0 4 -i0". " 0.035__ O__0._0. 0.05BEA _0. ______ 0.6_.?_.80.9__ 
.00 LPAS 0.0 
R R F 
W. 0.2 4| 0.6 S 
_|____ 
__ _ ,000 _ __ _ __ _ 
-BWP0|0 3 AH 200 APA , 
0001 0.4 0.5P0.6 0.? 0.T80.- 00 




PARAR VPAGEt 82 


























o.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER WING) *BTB233 BUPPEA PAGE 483 
MACH 2
 
-r oelf -r ,rrr-'. -.CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES -








a. 1 0. 0.3 0.4 ., 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
. 
SYMBOL PE TAX Y'S OCLTAZ 
0 .0 4 2 0 ;22 1 0 .0 5 
0 103 














0 .0 ,0 0 
0.000 
484 
CHORDWISEDISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
t .2 






















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 *BT8234* PAGE 485 










-9 .3 0.2 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
SYMOO OELTAX Y/a DELTAZ 





0 |0 3 CBPo
0,1 





























-0. 0.2 0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.$ S.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DLTAX Y.S DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 











AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8234. PAGE 487 










,	 ­z0. 0.8 	 09 SO 




S	 M VELTAX Yla DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3
0:41 	 0.773 0.103 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.033 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WINGY' BT8234-	 PAGE 488 












-0. .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
5YMb4 /ELTAX D/'OELTAZ 






















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4 











































RAEMRNS FIL U 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8235- PAGE 490 






















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 -















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BTS235. PAGE 491 















7 0.0 0.9 O sib 
. 0.2"" 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.




*PARAMETRIC VALUr.3 SYBO{TA V/8 .VcLTAZ 2.000 0.000
BETA 0 ALPHA8t s.ge
0ACH 

0 042 0.61is 0.205 

BET 0.000 AI PHAS t*Go




AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) 

CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






















0.4 0.5 o.6 
LOCAL CHORDPOSITION, X/C 
.4 05 0 








AEDC VA1063 MDAC BOOSTER WING) AUPPER 0BT0235,P GE 493 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
LI . t l I.*Ii ji I aIJ I~ lIt 
.4 
1.0 
_ __ _ _ 
u 
wIL 0.8 




W 0.4 ,_ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0.2 
0.0 





















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8242 ° PAGE 494 












Boo 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 a.? 0.0 09 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
*,"8Ot 2- CELTAX a.4 Tf .5 OELTAZ 0.1 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES' 0.000 ALPHAS 4.026 
0.13 .- MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0npo 2BO 2.200.000 SSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1 163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *818242* PAGE 495
 














iii 0.4 _---------- _ ___ 
LLI 0.1E_ 
















0.4 0.5 0.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER C.UPPER WING) *BT8242. PAGE 496 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUT-ION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 




'1I .2 -_ 
_ _ _ 
0.6
 







0.. 0.9 0.3 0.4 _0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0. .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL DELTAX V/S DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ 0.143 0.635 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.926 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 0. O~t05 100.00 BSTPOW 30.0002 _n_ 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER [UPPER WING3 -BT8242* PAGE 497
 



















0 1 3 0 .226 






0o'3 0 . 4 0 .5 0 6 
CHORD POSITION, X/C 
0 . 7 
BETA0.0 
MACHOSPO 
0 . 8 - . 9 
PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
ALH1 




RertRENCE PILEAEDC VA1163 MDMC BOOSTER UPPER WING) ABT8242APAGE 498 






z '° -_---___ -­_--____J::= 
C 
C-0. 
-0.4 . . ..2 . . . . , _ _ 
0.2 0.2 0.t 0.4 0.3 0.6 a.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBO VELTAX Vfl OZLTAZ PAR&HtTRIC VALUES 
- 0.244 0.221 0.2* BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.926 
0103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 5.000 
0 V .DC6 B T100R000T02TPW 00 30.000 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *8T9242- PAGE 499 






















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 














AEOC VA1163-MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8242. PAGE 500 









0 ' '0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 
































I.t 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C















































0.3 0.4 0.0 0.4 
















AEDC VA11E3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8242. PAGE 503 












__ __ _ _ __ _ __­
" 
_ __ _ 
L 0.4 
Ur) 
























AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8243. PAGE 504 
CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES ­














-°0o" ~ .2 0.3 0.4 0.9 o.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
ZYXBC DELTAX woB DELTAZ 
















































0..2 0.2po 0.1.0.3060?0.06 0.0o 30.0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8243* PAGE 50G 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 














AD V 6 r3Ch FILE 
AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BTB243* PAGE 507 











-°'o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sy"eot 0Et.TAX 118 DELTAZ 
















































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8243- PAGE 509 














0.1 0.2 0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 



















AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING] *BT8243* PAGE 510 












I- _,_ _. _ . .. ____ _. ---
CL 
-0. 
-0.4 LHO .1 
0000 
0.8 1.00.6 0.? 0.0
-Oq0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
 SyMB t OrLTAX Y 8 OELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 AIPHAB 0.018 
0.144:- 0.497 0.228 
 MACH *.000 ALPHA? 5.000 Oe0.3 -
ONSPOW 100.000 88TPOW 50.000 0.226 

AIPERNCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING] *BT8243* PAGE
 















0.3 0.4 o.$ 0.6 











AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CuPPER WING) oBT8243-" PAGE 512 
























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) .BT8243. PAGE 513 






































AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8244. PAGE 514 
















0.4.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4. 0.5 0.6 0.? o.e 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMeCt OCLTAX Y.s DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
- 0.243 0.359 o.15l 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.008 
A003 'MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 5.000
 
024 




AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) .BT8244. PAGE 515
 






























0. 3 0.4 0.5 0.0 















AEOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) oBT8244- PAGE 516 








aLt. 0.3 .0.81 .0 APA .0 
0. 103 
o.- 6,0BP43 
MEC 8 ENCEBUTP 
AEDC VA1163 HDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 .BT8244* 

















"° .0o- 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 .5 0 ."5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMOCC DELTAX Y/s DELTAZ 



























-o.U " "jo.1 0.2 o.30.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMOCC DELTAX Y/W' DELTAZ 
6.344 0.221 "0.228 
IT 030.w 























-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.;
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C.
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
- 0.t44 0.359 o.e2s BETA 0.000 ALPHAS $.Goa 
0 . 3 MACH L.000 ALPHAI 5.000.26:t ofOPOW, 200.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REVERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8244- PAGE 520
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 




























0.5 0.4 0.5 .0.6 















AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8244. PAGE 521 










L. 0. _________ ___A ____C 4C--, 
LI­




.40 5 ._0 7 .80_____050. 9 . 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYMBOL OfLTAX Y,'0 OELTAZ PARlAMETRIC VALUESo 44- 0.35 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.008A
0;oi MACH 1.000 ALPHAI 5.000 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) °BT8244- PAGE 522
 












. 00.1 0.9 "0.3 ' 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 2.O 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
avwm DELTA: y'S D9LTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUtS 
*4A 0.173 0 .928 BETA 0.O00 ALPHAS 5.008 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000
0.03 





AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) #BT8244- PAGE 523
 






















0.3 0.4 0._ o.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT8252- PAGE 524 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






Li0.2 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYHB VELTAX Y's DELTAZ 
















2.00 O ALPHAt 







































0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 














AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER -CUPPER WING) *BT8252- PAGE 526 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMOC DELTAX Y'8 OELTAZ 







































v/S DELTAZ0.773 0151 
01...0p.00 
.3 .4 o.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8252. PAGE 528 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 













z *' 0__O__,_04 	 *50, 0?0. _Og 
0.c.0 	 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 t.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES2- 0.144 0.221 0.228 	 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 4.933 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 3.000 
0 0.9*6 O"SP0W 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REVCNENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8252-	 PAGE 529
 










-0.4 0.1 0o2 0. 0.4 - 0 5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
symaec OELi x Y/S OELTAZ0 44 0.359 0.228 
0. 03 
- .Z .. 6BTp 
acrenENCr FMLE 




0 .8 0 0 
PARAMETRIC VALVE$ 0.000 ALPHA 




















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBoL OELTAX Y/' DELTAZ 





























w.0 O. 0.. 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
211 O a Y/B OLaW44 0.633 .28 
103 0.1 . 0R.PS3 0. 0. 
AEFERENCE FILE 




0.6 0.0 1.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES0.00 ALPHAS - 4.933 
2:000 WHAT $.Gob0.8 .STOW 0 .000 
PAGE 532 















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 


















tEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8252- PAGE 533 















02 t4 1_SA0 


















0.3 0.4 0.8 0.6 















AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253. PAGE 534 















1 O 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 .* 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
2 PARAMETR(C VALUES BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.016 SYMBOL DELTAX Y13 OELTAZ .044 0.359 0.151 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAZ 5.0000o.03 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) BT8253. PAGE 535
 

























0.4 0.5 0.6 


















AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253* PAGE 536 




















D ELTA Z 
.s 
6.51 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
_ _ _ _. 
0.7; 
E7TA 
o p o w 
0.6 0.9l 
PARA NCIfTRC VA L.U S 
V:.]00 ALPHA$ 
0 0 0 0 Ta_ 
1 .0 
03.01[6 
0 0 0 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING3 *BT8253'. PAGE 537 











-0. 0.1 O.2 0.3 0.4 0'5 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OELTAX v/S DELTAZ 


































o0.1 o.2 0.3 040.5 0.6 0.? 0.0 o.9 o 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
PARAMETRIC VALIUES
SYNBCC DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ a 0,22i 0.22S BETA 0.O00 ALPHA 0.06t44 

C H  
MA 2.000 ALPHAI 3.O00:203 




AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253* PAGE 539
 































0.3 0.4 0.5 - 0.6 












AEOC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253o PAGE 540 
1.6 
,CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 




































AEOC'VAI1E3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253* PAGE 541 















a 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SyVB0( OELTAX Y/9 OeLTAZ 








































0.2 0.3 .0.4 0.5 .50.8 0. 1. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYMBOL CLTAX Y/s DCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
o O.ltA O.73 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPH 0,010 
S
0.03 MACH 2.O0O ALPMAI 5.000 
0.224 Opopow 0.000 eslow 0.000 
*rFERLNCE FILE 
AEDC VA1S3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8253* PAGE 543
 
4 CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
















.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
ti'S 0(1TAZ 
0.221" 0 15 1 
nRcenaNCE FILE 




























CAECV16 DCBOTRCPE'IG B85#PG 54
 
-0'O.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,s 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
syMBOL DELTAX Y/a OELTAZ PARARETRtC VALUES
 
a 0. 3S4 0. 15 $.|E[TA 0.000 ALPHAft S.010
 
w 0.4 V 3 BS U2PG * 













0.0. . . . . . . . . . ._ . ,.___ __ _ .__ __ __ _. __ .__ 
- .wo o.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 o.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
SYMSBC OELTAX Y/B DELTAZ PARAMETRIlC VALUES 
1 144 0.497 O.251 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.010 
1:203 MAC" 2.000 ALPHA[ 3.000 
0.926 o Bpo 0.000 53TPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) BT8254° PAGE 546
 














AECVIG OCBCSE uPRWN) B85"PG 4 
Li-. 0. 
. 0.1 0.2 0.4 0. 0. 0.7 0.8 .9 1.0 







T A  
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB 3.010 
































0.4 0.5 0.S 
















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8254. PAGE 548 
1.2 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
































AEDC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING2 *BT8254" PAGE 549 


























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 













AEDC VA183 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8254. PAGE 5 O 




























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 














AEOt VA11G3 MDAC'BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *B3T8254* PAGE 551 











o0* 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C '
 
SflEBOL DELTAX f/a OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
o - 0°.44 0.635 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.01b 
0.103 MACH 2.100 ALPHAI 9.006 
0.226 
 ohBPOW G.000 USTPOW a.0ob 
REERENECE VILE 
AEDC VAI13 MDAC BOOSTER C.UPPER WING) *B8254. PAGE 552
 


















0. 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
StMSOt rCELTAX Y78 DELTAZ 




















CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.6 

































AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT82GI- PAGE 554 
























0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 













AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8281* PAGE 555 











0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/B OELTAZ2 .041 0.497 0.1060.103 
0.204 
NEREflCE FILE 







0.000 ALPHA- 9.9302.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0.000 S3TPOW 100.000 
PAGE 556 
t.4 






















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 















REVVEH1 C BILE 
AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *T826I° PAGE 557 





















0.3 0.4 0.9 0.6 





0.8 0.9 t.0 
PARAMETRIC VA1.0es 
0.000 ALPMAR - .tlm 
11.000 _ALPMAI 0.00 
0000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER-UPPER WING3 o.T20L- PAGE 558 













-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.S 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
$YvBot DLTAX Y/8 DELTA? 










































0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 















AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *8T8262. PAGE 560 














w0.4 0.1 0.2 0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 . 0.8 0. 1.; 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 
svMsCC DELTAX0.041 Yze0.49r " ELTAZ0.16 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUCS0.000 ALH - 4:906 
0. 03 MACH 2.000 ALHA 1 0 00,_ 
0.194 .000.0TEPNBP 
LOCALNCHRDPIIIL.E/ 
0.60. 1 .0a 
81460( V!LA116 MDA0 BOOTER BT2ALE PARA$ETRI VIG 56 













0.0 0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. .X/C
sYm004 o0LTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
0.041 0.35 0 .08 BETA 
0.103 MACH 
0 0.144 0EpCW 
REFERENCE FILE 





























"0".0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
8YMOOL, DiLTAX Y"B DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0o 2 0.773 0.106 BETA 0.300 ALPHAB - 4.006 
0. 03 -. MACH 000 ALPHAT 0.000
 
- .1" oBPOw O0o 8$Tpow too0o.2 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 oBTB2B2* PAGE 563
 















i . 0.1 a. a 3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0. 0.8 0. 9 1.; 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL CELTAx Y/O DELTAZS 0. 4 0.221 0.106 PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.050
 
0.100 
 MACH 9.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 
0.164 




AEOC VAII63 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WINGI *BT8263 PAGE 564
 
1.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 































AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BTS263A PAGE 565 












0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB"i DELTAX n/S OeLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.497 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.010 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0.2u OBPC4 0.000 BSTPOW 100.0C0 
RAFERONCBFIL U 








a.* 0.2 0.3 0.4 0 .5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORO POSITION. X/C 
$V'WO DLTAX WeS OELTAZ 









0.8 _ . 
PARAMtrnC VALUES 
O.00 ALPhfAR 






















-0 A.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syma0 DLTAX Y18 OELTAZ 































a_ - 0.2 
-4 
S0.0 











0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEOC VAII 3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8264* PAGE 569 











___ __ j_ 
-0 
-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0. 0. 0.8 0. 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL DELTAX V/0 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.041 0.359 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.090 
Oo04" 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
fcrzReNCr IL 
AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) .BT8284* PAGE 570
 














0.3 0.2 0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.9 1.0O 5 0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/ 0ELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 3.090
a.041 0.497 0.106 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000o2.s3
0 ORSPOW 0.000 8STPOW too.000 
REFEENCE FILE 
AEDOC VA11 3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8284* PAGE 571
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING). *BT8264* PAGE 572 













". 0 4 0.0 1_BA.A P S_ 




001 ')0.10 6 




"AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING)* *BT82S4. PAGE 573
 




























..0 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEOC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8265. PAGE 574 






















0,3 0 4 0.5 . 0.6 













AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) -BT82G5* PAGE 575 














-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
Sv"80t 0ELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 














































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8265* PAGE 577 















S 00.4 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 ' '0.9 ' 
-LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
syme*L CLTAX Y/ 01 O LTAZ PARA MTR IC VALU S 
0.041 0.773 0.106 
 BETA 0.000 ALP$AB 10.050
 
0.03 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.0000 . 0 10 B T POW 1 0 . 0 0 0
 SPOW 0 

REFERENCE FILE 
AEIC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8265. PAGE 578
 


















S Ty S O L Q 
03 ' ' 
C L T A X 
0.179 
.1 " 
T / s 
0.22, 
" o9 
D L T A Z 0 .06 
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 


















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8271° PAGE 579 




























0 .3 0 4 0 5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 














AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BTB271* PAGE 580 







-.0.4 __BAOALH _ .9__ 
In 
-3, 
LOCA CHR0.ST0N I 
MA"0.0 LHA .0 
04A 0.000 ALPHAS .Q30 
0BPOW .0..00 O STPOW 100.00 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8271. PAGE 581 













0 0 79 0.635'. 0.206 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - 9.930
 
.ACH 0.000 ALPHAt 0.00b
 




AEC VA 0.13 . PAGE 582MDC BOOSTER.UPPER WING) BT8271 

_____ 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











LJ 0.2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
C-,* 
IL 00.03 .4 _9._0? 08 ,__.0.0 
-0.4 
0.1 0.2 03.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORDO POSITION. X/C
 
3Y400( CELTAX Y.B OCLTAZ PARAMETRC VALUES 
0 - .179 0.715 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.930 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ofiOPOW 10D.000 BS710W 200.000 
AEIJC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *8T8271. PAGE 583 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING] *BT8272. PAGE 584 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 



























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8272. PAGE 585 














9 047 0I6RY OO0 APA .8 
-0.4 _____ 
%o0.1 0.2 0.3 - 0.4 0.8 0.6 -0.7 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYNBCt DELTAX Y"6 CELTAT 













































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VAII 3 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8272* PAGE 587 
1.6 
























0.3 0.4- 0.3 0.6 















AEOC VA1I63 MDAC BOOSTER (UPPER WING) *BT8272- PAGE 588 




























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEEC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8273, PAGE 589 













.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
SYMBOL OELTAX YV/ DELTAZ 
- 0.179 0.359 0.06 
*vrPENCE PILE 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
t*6 
1.4 







0.2 0.6--_ _ - - -__ _ _ 
C-,° 
-0.4 
.00. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBCC DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 
- O.t?o 0.497 0.106 -BETA 
REFERENCE FILE 


























-o0 .1 O.Z 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 
symaBc DELTAx Y"B OELTAZ 
Q 0.279 0.635 0.106 
ereftRemce PILE 







































o.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CuPPER WING) -BT8273* PAGE 593 



























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1I13 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *8T8274* PAGE 594 












0.8 S.00.6 0.7 0.2
-0a -".t 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SyMBOL DCLTAW VIC, 0ZLTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.080
 
- 0o.179 0.359 0.106 

MACH 2.000 ALPHA0 .6000 
-ofts too,0O0 SSTPOW 100.O00 
REFERN CE PILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 *BT8274. PAGE 595
 







-L0 . 0.__0._ 0.4. 0._ 0.6 0.____9 . 
-D 
















0.3 0.4 0.5 e0.a. 












AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8274. PAGE 596 




1.. 0.0as. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
a'~ 
-0.4 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0.4 
0.1 0. 0.3 *.4 0.s 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
4YRSOL 'OLTAX Y/S OLTAZ 
Q 0.179 0.635 0.206 
EgrI Lt.cE rUTP 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 

















- 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.*4 0.5 * . 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
SYMOL DELTAX Y./ CELTAZ 
.I-0179 0.73 0.106 
REFERENCE FILE 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4 
1.2 _____ ____ _ 









I d 0 . U,: _ _ _ _ _ __0_$_ _ _ _ _ T A 
_*___A__A___0 
-0.4 
0.0w 10.0 spo 0.0 
-o .1 o.2 .3 .4 o.5 o .6 .7 o.8 .0 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB OL D LTAX Y "B DLTAZ P RA MTRI 
C VALU ES 
MACH a BOB ALPHAt ..OO 
EOC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER UPPER WING *BT8275- PAGE 
599 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










- o0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 a.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYH$04 OELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
0 - 0.170 0.359 0.106 
REFERNCE FILE 













































AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) BT8275. PAGE 601 

























0.3 0.4 0. 0.6 















AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING) *BT8275. PAGE 602 
1.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER UPPER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 







0.00.. 0.1 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 0.7 o.0 0.9 1.o 
SY aBiW DELTAX0 .179 Y/B0.773 OELTAZ 0.106 






t.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
0.2.00. 0STPOW 00.00 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CUPPER WING3 -BT8275. PAGE 603 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 










0a.1 0,2 o.3 0.4 0.5 o.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sYMBC- OLTAk Yle ELTAZ *PARAMETRIC 




























































AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8211. PAGE 605 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES MACH 2
 
1.S 






























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8211o PAGE 606 













0.00 ":1,4 0 1 
0.0 

















0.5 0.4 0.8 0.8 -
















AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CTB21I* PAGE 607 
CHORDWISE.DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER-WING PRESSURES -MACH 2
 







__ _ _ 
injw .0.4 















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1.163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8211. PAGE .608 

















-0.60.0 o.1 o.Z o.3 0.4 O.5 0.4 017 o.6 0.9 S. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
8yM8cc DELTAY Y"B DELTAZ PARAMETRlIC VALUEB 
SETA 0.000 ALPHAI - 9.952 0 143 0.359 0 .22$0. 103 MACH 'ALPHA| 0.0 




AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8211! PAGE 809
 

























0 . 3 0 . 6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 













SRERENCE FI LE 
AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8211. PAGE 610 


















0.4 0.4 0.0 0,6 













AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8211* PAGE 611 



























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 




























UYB /035 ETA 





. 9..5 0.7 .r. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
. 
SYMBL DETAX
b TA2PARAHETR!C 's0.143 0.350 0.lt0 VALUES 
000
x -EA APA .3
 
0:000CH AL'HAS*.Do
0 o:nc -. 0 
VBPW 500.000 8STPOW *0.000 
AfiVAC BrlO S LL
 
AED VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) oCT8212, PAGE 613
 
























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















^EDC VA1163 MO^C BOOSTER CLOWER WINGI -CT8212 ° PAGE 614 




4 0.4 ..... ... 
-O0 .1 0.2 -0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 .0.71 0.0 0.6 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X!C 
SykOOL • ELIAX WeB DETAZ PA~AHtTRtt VALUta 
- 0.144 0.3s9 0.2st BETA 0.000 -LHA4.935 
0.204 NACK 9.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 0.22 ORRFO 200.000 93TPOW 50.000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) -CT8212- PAGE 615 













-0.o 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYNMOC DLTAX Y/S DELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.935
o 0.143 0.221 0.228 

MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
0.103 

08P4 100.000 SSTPOW 50.000
o .227 

EreERn C FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8212o PAGE 616
 














-. 1 1.] 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sy"30L- VELT&X Ywo VtLTAZ PARAME?AM VALUES 










0.Z7 EPO 100.000 SSTPOW 90.000 
RZFERRNCE MiE 
AE0C VAIIG3 ,DACBOOSTER .LOWERING0 -CT8212- PAGE 61. 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8212- PAGE 618 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






















0.4 o,5 0.6 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WINO) 9CT8212- PACE 619 
CHORDWISEDISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 























0.4 0.5 0.6 












AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CT8213- PAGE 620 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 

























0.3 0.4 0,6 
















VA1163 MIJAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8213o PAGE 621 































AEDC VA163 MOAC BOOSTERACLOWER WING). *CTB213. PAGE 622 














LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
eTA 0.000 ALPHAH 0.027 -
OACH 2.000 ALPHA. 4.000
C, 44 0.359 0.151
w 0 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 .CT8213. PAGE 623
 











-, ° I I 
hi140.2t 
D . Z 















o.3 0.4 0.6 





0.8 o .' 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAS 







AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8213- PAGE 624 









-0". 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 O.6 0.7 0.0 P.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
3SkOC& OELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHA S 0.027 
a043:'103 0.359 0.228 MACH Z,000 ALPHA- Q.0
 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING3 -CT82139 PAGE 625
 












nQ 0.5 .6 __._._. 













0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 















AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8213. PAGE 62G 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
















o .1 0,.L 0,3 0.4 0.5 a. e*? a* r, 0. 09 1 
LOCAL CHORD-POSITION. X/C 
ZYMOCCW OELTAX - 0.390 Y/S0.352 DELtAZ0.908 acTA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.00 ALPHAS 0.097 
MAH 2.000 ALPHAT O.000 
0.1PW . 0..00. 0STPOW 0 .0 
REFERENCe FILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8213- PAGE 627
 









- .o.@ o ___oo__ . O. _ O____ _.O 
SYMBOL 
0 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) oCTB214- PAGE 628 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






a. .1 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
*YkaOL DELTA I Y/8 DELTAZ 
- 0,4l 0.350 0.120 
U.$03 
0.226 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
* g Trnr -r-r-,- -r---r-i- -r-rr-r -rr-r- -t-1---r-r4Ji J 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VAI1S3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING] *CT8214- PAGE 630 
CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
.+ .~i.f . . .




























.0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 

















AEDC VAI163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8214- PAGE 631 

















0. 0.02o 3 0.4 0.5 0.6 o.7 o ___ .a , 2.b 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMBOL OEtTAX"0 143 Y/e0.222 CELTAZ0.228 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS 3.041 
0 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0*.27 0.SP0. 100.000 0TPOW 50.00 
AE0C VA1103 MDAC BOOSTER WING) "CT8214. ALOWERPAGE 632 






















0.2 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.00.1 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES SYMBOL OELTAX Y/s DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.041 
- 0.143 0.369 0.228 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 0.105 
ORSPOW 109.000 OSTPOW 50.000o 0.227 
REFERENCE PILE
 
AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT9214" PAGE 633
 








Ld z 0.4D 
0: 0.2 
-0.4 
-0. 2%.o.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Yze DELTAZ 
•0 - 0.390 0.221 0.208 
REFERENCE FILE 



































0 04 0.5 05-














AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) .CT8214o PAGE 635 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES MACH 2
 









-0.8 .1 0.2 0. 0.4 o.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBC& DELTAX Y/B DELTAZ
- 0.143 0.221 0.120 
0~ O:23WRPW 
aregCE€ FILE 













































0.3 0.4 0.5 a.6 















AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) oCT8215" PAGE 637 












0.0 0.1 0.2 
 0.3 040. 
 0.8 0.9 .0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
SYIMO{ OCLYAX Y/B 0ELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.145 0.221 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.030 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA O.o00 
0 .13 





AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CTS215. PAGE 638
 
















-0.0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL QELTAX Y/' OELTAZ 






















































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8215. PAGE 640 
1.2 




















0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WINGI *CTB215" PAGE 641 












..oo 2 0.3 0.4 o.5 .6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
symaC OELTAX Yze DELrAZ 
0 -0.390 0.221 0.900-
REFEREMCC FILE 
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AEDOC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8215. PAGE 643 
_____ 
____ 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 




















-0a . O 0,4 6~ 1 b 0. O,. 0 . 7 o. 8 0 .9 . 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
svYa' DELTAX* Y/e OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 1.43 0.221 0.120 
 DETA O.000 ALPHA13 2.*
 : IaassA C H 0 0 A L P H A I 0 , 0 0 G
 2 .O 

0.226 0RBPCW 0.000 03TPOW 0.000 
RVERE£NCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CTB221. PAGE 644
 














-0..1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
tYMOI CELTAX Y/B DELTAZ 



































0. .,04 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
lrma DELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-".t43 .,221 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.98, 
.03 MACH 2.OOO WLHAT "O,000
 
0o2e apo 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8221. PAGE 646 















_ _ _ 
0.43 0.S 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
B 0YE ? X Y B "D LA 
.:.40.22: 
0 V 4 MTEOfLRpow N-TP2P 
U~eVkfCNCE Fite 
AEOC VA11G3 MOAC ROOSTER [LOWER WING) *CTB2ZX. 
RTAMACH 
PARAMETRIt VALUC3 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING3 oCTB221. PAGE G49 






z o-IL 0 .4 ____"____ 





,a0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBoOL CELTAX Y,0 OELTAZ 
0 391 0.221 0.908A 0SZO2 
REFERENlCE fLtE 
















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8221* PAGE 651 











_____ _____ _____ 
-0.4 
0'.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMB0C 0ELTAX Y/ DELTAZ 
- 0.143 0.221 0.120 
0.226 
REFERENCE PILE 
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AEDC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) .CT8222. PAGE 653 












-0. . 0 .1 *0 .2 0 .3 0.4 
LOC:AL 
Byma OELTAX Y/8 CELTAZ 




AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) 
0.5 . 0 
CHORD POSITION, X/C 
*CT8222. 
































00.1 0.2 03 .4 0.5 0.0..2.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DrLTAX Y/B DELTAZ 


































-0 40. . 0.3 0.4 0. a.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 



































00. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 OA R .RATI 
'LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
$ymo(c DELTAX Y'0 OELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.970 0.144 0.359 0.228 

MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000S 0 103 
sPow 0.00a OSTPOW 0.0000.224 
ZVERVNCE fILE 
AEOC VA1I163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8222- PAGE 657
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CT8222. PAGE 658 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











- 0.1 0.20.3 0.4 0.308070. 	
. . 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
$fL 	 DO Y/9OELTAX PARAH tRtCVALUES2- 1 0.)f9 0.908 StTA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.S700.520 MACH 2.00 ALPMAI 0.000 
OlSPW 0.000 aSIPOW 0.Qu0 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT9222. 	 PAGE G59
 








































AEOC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER [LOWER WING) *CT8223 ° PAGE 660 













o.s 0.2 0. 0.3a4 " .5 ~ 0. 0.8 C1.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMOOL DELTAX Yfe CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CT8223- PAGE GGI
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING] *CT8223" PAGE 662 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 " CT8223" PACE 663 





















-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SyvB0 OCLTA V'k OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 













AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 CT8223. PAGE 6G4 
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AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8223" PAGE 665 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
I., 
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AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8223° PAGE 6SE 
13//7
 

















0.1 0.2 0.3 




0.4 0.5 0.8 



















AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8223o PAGE 667 












0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 
LOCAL CHORO POSITION. X/C 
SYMBO OELTAX Y18 OELTAZ 
- 0 .4, 0.221 0.120S0.03 
0.226 
E REVERENCE VILE 





























. 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
,vsYtsB DELTAX ye DELTAZ 




















_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 















0 2 1 9 
Y/s 
0 . 2 2 
OELTAZ 
0 . 5 1 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
I 
B T A 
MACH .. 
O B P O W 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 . 0 0 A P A 
000 ALPHAI 
0 .0 0 0 BS T p o w 
. a 
0.000 
0 .0 0 0 
WEFRENCe PILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) CT8224- PAGE 670 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
















-0. .0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 . 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMBCt DELTAX 7/S DELTAZ 













































0.a.'02 0.4 . 0.5___ 0.6 .7 0. 
 0. 
0.S03 
 MACH 2.0*00 WLHAT 0.000
 
0.226. 




AEDC VA1163 NDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8224. PAGE 672
 













.. 6..0 o. 0.2 0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMOL OrLTAM Y, OELTAZ 
BETA







AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8224. 





































O . O08 
0.3 0.4 0.3 . 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) oCT8224- PAGE 674 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING3 *CT8224- PAGE 675 












- . 0.1 0.9 0.3 0.4 O.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 2.o 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMBC OELTAX0 Y/e0.221 DELTAZO.120 -43 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.00 ALPHAB 20.002 
0. 03 ACH 2.000 ALPAI 0.00 
o0.0BPw 0.00 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER LOWER WING3 0 CT8225 0 PAGE 676 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING3 *CT8225. PAGE 677 










.. 0 . 0 .4 0 ..... 0 6 . 0 4 . 
0.2
 
0 244 0.221__ 0.91BEA 
.00 LP D 1000 
-Q *4
 
Lu 0. 10 
 M C . 02L ~ ~ . 0 
-0.1~ 0.2 
 0.3 04 0.3 
 0.6 0.? 0.8 
 0.9 t~o
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 








AEOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8225. PAGE G78
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AEDC VA183 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8225. PAGE G79 













- 0 . 0.1 0.2 0.3 0 4 0.' 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
syms OELTAX Y/e OELTAZ 





















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES ­
1.0 







































AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8225- PAGE 
681 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMOL CELTAX Y/ DELTAZ 
- 0.390 0.222 0.900 
0.520 
REFERENCE FILE 






























-o0o 0.1 0.2 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
symBO OELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
 BETA 0.000 AtPHAB 10.002 0.908
0.390 0.359 
 MACH 2.000 ALP$AI 0.000 
0.820 
 aPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
ntrfEr7NCr FILE 
*CT8225* PAGE 683
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) 

CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
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AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8231* PAGE 684 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8231* PAGE 685 















-0.4 . 1 Oa 0 . . .. 
0.0.2 0.3 4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
SYMOOL CELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
0.041 0.22 0.105 
0.|030 0.16 
REFERENCE PILE 

















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES- MACH 2
 
1.6 
1 .4 . . .. 
1.0 











0 .0 0 1 Z.2 0.3 0.4 0 .$ 0 6 
LOCAL CHORD'POSITION, X/C 
symv otDET4 X T15 VKLT&Z0,041 0.319 0.3 C .ET3 
.10+3 
0 .DC T8tPow 
artvgvet Mt 





























_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
a.t 0.| 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.? 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SvMOCC OtLTAX Y/s 0ELTAZ 
2 0.041 101 03.65 0.221 0.105 BETA MACHORePOW 
RCFLERNCt FILE 
AEOC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8233-
0.6 0.9 1.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPnAS 




CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 
1.4 











ILULu 0.4 _ _ _ _ 
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AEDC VAIIG3 MOAt BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 -CT9233. PAGE 689 










" 00  .1 0 2 0 , i 0 .4 O .5 0 .6 0 .? 0 ,8 0 .9 1 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
y meC' O LTAX 
0 . 0 4 1 
V'a 
. 2 2 1 
DLTAZ 
0 , 1 0 5 0 TA 
PARAMETRIC 
. 0 0 
VALU ES 
A LPH A S . 0 3 3 
a 03 ACH 0.0O ALPHA [ o. do0 
G*|as ORPOW ::,Goo 9TPOW .001) 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER LOWER WING3 oCT8234o PAGE 690 
2.6 








LL 0..40.0 _____ ____ 
0.4 
i.1 O.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 _.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SyMaOC CELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ1 0.359 0.05 
0.103 
0 ten 
ACVI EDC PLL3 T 

























































AEOC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER C-LOWER WING) *CT8235o PAGE 692 
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AEDC'VA1iG3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) .CT8235- PAGE 693 
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AEOC VA1 163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8242* PAGE 694 




























0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 





PARAMETRIC VALUCS0.00 ALPHAS 





AEOC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8242. PAGE 895 















BEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOTER 1LOWER WING) ACT82422 PAGE go 














0.00.1 	 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 a.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/s OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.t44 0.359 0.128 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.926 
3 	 H1MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 5.000 
ceOzs 100.000 50.000o row BSTPOW 
REVERENCE PILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER fLOWER WING) .CT8242. 	 PAGE 697
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VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CTS243. PAGE 698 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
































AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 *CT8243o PAGE 693 
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AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) 0 CT8243. PAGE 700 































0.3- 0.4 0.8 0.4 















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) -CTS243. PAGE 701 










I- u .0 
Lii 
C 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
PAR AVTRC VALUE a 
S Y m a l D L T A X Y / O O L T A Z B A T A .000 A PHAAS _ 5 .0 00 .0 0 0  5.00 0
 








AEDC VA1163 MCAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) 




Of - . _ _ _ - - . 
LoL .0.4 _ _ _ _ _ i. .4 _ _ _ 
4 0.2 
0 . 6.0 0. 2 0.2 ,0. 3 0 4 0 5 0.6 0. 7 0 8 0.9 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
SYMBOL DFLTAX Y/8 VELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.24 3 0. 359 0 .151 DETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5*.000 
0.103 
 NACR 2.000 ALPHAt' 3.O00
 
0.220 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8244, -PAGE 703
 
0.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH.2
 














0.4 0.5 6. 


































.0.4 . .. . .. . 
0.1 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 doe 0*.0 0.9 2.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
 "
 




 .144 0.359 a.288: 
 1991A 0.000 ALPHAS 5.000 
0*|0 











AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8244. 
 PAGE 705
 






















0-40 3. 0.9 





0.8 0.9 1.0 
PARANCTRC VALUCS0.000 ALPHA - 4.035 
2.000 ALPHAI $.000 
0.300 0STpow .0oo 
AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8252# PAGE 706 










_____ ____ _ 
L 
I -- ___.4_ __ 
-0q .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 O.4 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
$yMSCL DELTAX WeY/ DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.033 a 44 0.399 0.159 
a::0 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI $.000 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8252* PAGE 707
 




















O .2 2 2 
. 
GELTAZ 
0 .2 2 0 
0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
0.7 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 *CT8252, PAGE 708 
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AEDC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8252" PAGE 709 













_ _ _ _ 









0.22± B~ETA 0.000 83POAW 0.010 
-AEDC 
REFERENCE FILE 
VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8253* PAGE 710 


















2.0000.000 ALPHAI 3.0000.000 
REFCRENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) .CT8253" PAGE 711 




















0.3 _0.4 0.3 0.6 .0.7 













- mcER[NCE FILE 
AEDOC VAIlS3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CT8253" PAGE 712 




















0 .3 0 . 4 0 .$ 0 . 6 





. 8 .9 
PARAMETRIC VALUESc.OUQ ALPHAS 








VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CTS253- PACE 713 
____ 






















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OELTAX YIS OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.144 0.221 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.010 
0°2,03 NACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
o .20 OROPO 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENC( FILE 
AEOC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) 
-CT8254* PAGE 714 





0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syms I)CLTAX Y/a DELTAZ 































- _ __. 
_ _ _ _ 
-0. 
0.4 LOCA PSTON / 
-004 
a.S030.P4 0226 
0.21 0 2 















AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) -CT8254. PAGE 716 

























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 














3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING- CT8254- PAGE 717 


















W0.1 0.2 0. • 0.4 0.5 0.6 1. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/a DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a .4 1 
0. 
0 .2 2 1 0 . 0 5 B E T A 
ACH 
. 0 0 0 
.000 




.01 .20POW 0.5 06.0 0..4 0 0 
REFCRENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1103 M.AC BOOSTER LOWER WING) *CT.2GI- PAGE 718 
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AEOC VA11S3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WINGJ *CT8281 PAGE 719 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OFBOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES MACH 2
 







-0 . 0 1 0 .j 0 3 0.4 O.3 0 6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 
syma DELTAX Y/B OELTAZ 
.041 O.ZZI 0.106 
O.1030.12 
REFERENCE FILE 




0.6 0 9 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAB 















"0. . .O.2 0.3 0.4 O.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL OELTA Y/B OELTAZ PARAHiTRIC VALUES 







0 . 64 ORPO 0.000 63TPOW 100.000 
R[rERENCE rILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CTS262. PAGE 721 
2.4 




















LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
BETA 
MACH 







AEOC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8263- PAGE 722 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2 















SYMBOL OtLTAX Y'/ DELTAZ 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB- 0.0so0.042 0.359 0.106 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 0,03
0 0o4 ORPOW 0.000 OSTPOW 100.000 
PKVERENCE VILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8263* PAGE 723
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AEDC VAI13 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) -CT8264o PAGE 724 





















0., 0.4 _._ 





PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS 
2.00 ALPHAI 






AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING) *CT8264" PAGE 725 
,I/4
 












0.640_4 . ,5 0. 0°_°00___U) 
0.0 
-0.4' 
-0.6 F'. 0.0.0 0.1 0.8 0.3. . 0.6 0.? 0.0 0.8 1.; 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
syms CELT*AX Y/8 DELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
S .041 0.221 0.106 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.090
 
0101 - MACH 2.000 ALPHAI .Qo00
0.164 

oRPOW . 0.000 SSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1IS3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8265* PAGE 726
 









































AEDC VA11S3 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING3- *CT8265* PAGE 727 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
symOa DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ 
0 - 0.179 0.221 0,106 
REFERENCE FILE 


































0.1 al 013 
8YHB OCLAXOETAZPARAMETRI  
0.399 0.106 
0.4 0.5 0.0 




















AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8271o PAGE 729 






















0 30.9 .7a.a .9S 
MAC .200 APA 
_ _ PAGE 


















"0 .. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
,LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL DELTAX y/e DELTAZ 
Q - 0.179 0.359 0.106 
REFERENCE rlLZ 




























-0. 0.1 .0. 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.a 0.9 2.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, XIC 
SYkBCH-f. DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
C) - 0o179 0.221 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS O.050 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
oaPO* 100.000 BSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CLOWER WING) *CT8273. PAGE 732 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER LOWER WING PRESSURES - MACH 2
 























ol; 0.4 - 0.5 o.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CLOWER WING3 *CT8273- PAGE 733 












A.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMOOL ELTAX weB DELTAZ 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.179 	 0.221 0.108 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.080 
MACH 2.00 ALPHA? 0.000 
CUPG 10.0B0 STPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE PILE 
AEOC VA1IG3 HDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) oCT8274" 	 PAGE 734
 












-0.2 LLIH 0.4O APHI O, 
0.1 4.t 0.3 0.4 ,0.8 0.1e 0.7 0.0 0.9 2.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
syms'"* OCLTAX Y/8 DELTA? ?ARM4EAtC VACUtS 










AEDC VAI 183 MDAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8274. PAGE 735 





































AEOC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER (LOWER WING) *CT8275. PAGE 736 
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AEDC VAI113 NOAC BOOSTER fLOWER WING) *CT8275" PAGE 737 











-0. 0.1 o. 0.3 .4 .8 0.6 .7 .4 .9 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XC
 
symaOL DELTAN Y/s 
~ 
DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALU E0.1 0.2po 0.1.0.3 06 07 0.00 0.0po .00
 
0,.|43 0.505 0.220 OETA 0.000 ALPHAB 9.992
 
0 1 2 MACH 2.000 ALPHA 0.000
 
0 0.227 00,0W 100.000 DSTPOW 30.000 
PievRLNCC FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8211. PAGE 738
 











LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
-ii0.4 
0.2. 0.1 .306Dv0. . . 
0.0TA 000 LHS .5 
SYMBOL OELTAX Yle DELTAZ PARAMETRtC VALUES 
Q - 0.143 
S"0.0 








0.227 0G8P04 100.000 BSTPOw $0.000 
PEprteNCE FILE 
AEDC VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8211 PAGE 739 
_____ 










-W . .0.04 0.5 0.6 _.0 0.7 o 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
;ymom DELTAX Y/e DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
ao1 44 0 .5 6 5 0 .1 3 1 B T A . 0 0 0 A L P H A S 9 .­
0W21, O*:t0 MACHOBPO 2.00010,0O O ALP A 1 STPOW 0.00050.000 
RCFCPZNCE FILE 
AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARO) oDT8211- PAGE 740 










-0.1 ~ 0. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL OCLTAX Y/S OkLTAZ 




















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4 
















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 0.0. . 1. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syMOmt PELTAX Y'8 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.143 0.365 0.226 BETA 0.000 ALPHA 9.932 
0° 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0.227 OBPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
RZFCR(NCE FILE 
AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8211- PAGE 742 
















" 00.1 o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 












onapow 200.00oO t3TFOW 30.000 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARDI oOT8211o PAGE 743 
1.4 












-o. %. .1 .2 .3 0.4 0.5 .6 o.7 o.8 .6 • .o 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SyMSCC OELTAX Y/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 -0.390 0.563 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.952
 
MAC" 2.000 ALPHAT 0.O00
 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) o0T8211- PAGE 744
 












LIl a: a 0.2 
-0.4 
04o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.S 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 















0PBPOW 100.009 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -DT8211- PAGE 745 










- 00 0 . 2 O .9 0 .3 0 4 0 .3 0 .6 0 .7 0 8 - 0 .9 1 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 












AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -DT8212. PAGE 746 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











o.1 	 0.f" 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.0 1.; 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYNB OELTAX WeB DELTAZ 
 PARAMMTIC VALUE3 
0 t04 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.O00 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BO0OSTER CCANARO) 	 #0T8212o PAGE 747
 


























.3 0 .4 o .3 0 .6 














AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) 9DT8212- PAGE 748 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 


























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
















AEDC VAI1IG3 MDAC BOOSTER COANARD) *DT8212o PAGE 749 












-- o.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 o.$ .6 0.7 o.0 . S.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX 






0.000 ALPHAB 4.031 
G0,:430.227 MACHmap__ 2.000100.00 ALPHAISSTPOW 0.00030.000 
RZFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8212- PAGE 750 













2 " 0 0.4 O.5 _. 0.6 o._ 0.0 0. 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X!C 












AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *oT8212* PAGE 751 
CHORDWISE-DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
iF 4 Il ; 4 I I I I I iI l l DI













_ _ _ _ ____ 
-0.4 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
sY4504 DELTAX Y/ OELTAZ 
Q - 0.390 0.565 0.908 
EFCCREHCC PILE 


























CHR LofA OIIN / 
- 0 3 0.1? 0.2 0. 
ItrEMERNCE FILE 




























00. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6.1 0.? 0s0 .,8 

LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYNB OELTAX YT/ OELTAZ PARA$ETRIC VALUES
 
- 0.143 0.565 0.220 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.02?1.$27MACH 

200 ALPHAZ 0.000of27 
 CUPOW 100.000 8STPO 50.000 
REFERCNCC rILE 
AEDOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8213. PAGE 754
 

























0.5 0.4 0.5 0.4 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *OT8213" PAGE 755 















-a 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.* s.c 
syMBmo DELTAX Y.' OELTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-0.44 0.565 o.5l1 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.02? 
0 So,.227 MACHonBpo 2.000300.000 ALPHAIBsapow 0.00050.000 
REERENCE FILE 
AEDOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8213. PAGE 756 













-0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 OS 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYNOOt ELTAX V/8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.O.144 0.879 0.21 ZETA 0.000 ALPHA$ 0.0Z7 
0,1o4 HACH *.000 ALPHRA 0.000 
o o,n 0R0PoW 200,000 STPOW 50.000 
DE#CRCNCE FILE 
AEOC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *OT8213* PAGE 757 

























0.4 00 5 0 .6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 














AEDC VAIIB3 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8213- PAGE 758 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -0T8213* PAGE 759 











Ujc] C 0.4 
U 
-0.4 
. o.a o.3 0.4 o.5 0.6 o. 7 .8 0.9 2.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SvMBat OELTAX YnO DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 - 0.390 0.505 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.02? 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
OftOPow 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
ErEEMNC SPILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8213 PAGE 760 























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 















AEDC VAXII3.MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8213* PAGE 761 











-W .o.2 .. 1 . 3 .4 05 .6 . 7 o . a . 9 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
ZYMBOCa. VELTAX0.143 Y/B0.565 0ZLTAZ0.120 0.0.0 BTA PARAMETRIC VALUESALPHAS a.041 
0.t3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAB 5.0% 
0.226 OIBPCW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFRENCE ILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARO3 *DT8214- PAGE 762 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES MACH 2
 


























0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8214. PAGE 763 



























0.5 0.4 0.3 0.4 















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) "DT8214o PAGE 7G4 
-0.0 
-0.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2 
a Tr-t--,---r -,-rr-- r-T-r--r-v----- -1--,----r--r-r--r- - i r-r-~ a~11llT ,rtr 













-0.2 AH OOAPA .Ow 0. 0 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SyMoBl. CELTAX YiB OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 












AEDC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARO] *0T8214. PAGE 765 














0.00 APH8 S.4 
.. o.1 o.2 .3 0.4 .5 .4 .7 .e 0.9 .0" 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
sykaCC CELTAX0.143 Y/B0.565 OELTAZ0220 TA.P PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .3 MACH.. 20000oo ALP0AI 
0 20.227 
C*POW 200.000 astPOw 30.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8214. PAGE 766 












0.0 0.2, 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 0.7 .8 0.9 1,0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
A Ma DELTAX WeD OCLTAZ
-- 0.143 0.79 0.22e PARAMETRtt VALUE3BETA O a ALPHAB 4.041 
0.103 
0.22r 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 




AEDC VAIIG3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARO1 "DT8214. PAGE 7G7 












-0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
*YMO0C 0tLTAX i's CELTAZ 
0 - 0.390 0.565 0.108 
RvEERENCE rttL 






























0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 ,0. 0.9 1.0 















ORSPO 100.000 S3TPOW o.a000 
REFERENCE FILC 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *0T8214- PAGE 76S 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
__ _ _ 



















 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0. 0.8 .0.9 1.a
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
SYNOCC DELTAX Y/B DeLTAZ PAAAHtTRtC VALUCS
 
- 0243 0.565 0120 BETA 0.00 ALHS 0.3
i 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA. 0.000




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARDI oDT8215. PAGE 770
 

































0.3 0.4 0.9 0.6 















AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8215o PAGE 771 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
S~~~l~* , J l i a g I Ii I j* j I I 
2.4 
1.0 








0.04 ,6 ~~ 
- 0.44 0. 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.0 S.0 












2.000 ALPHAI 10.030 
0.22,6 OOPOW 100.000 BSTPOW so.oo0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) oDT8215. PAGE 772 




























0.3 -0.4 0.9 0.4 
















VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8215* PAGE 773 
_ _ _ 














_____ ____ _ 
-0.4 
__________ _____ ____ _ 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 20 
LOCAL CHORD POSIT ION. X/C 
6Yt400t OELTAX iVO OELTAZ PARAMlETRIC VALUES2- 0.45 0.565 0 .220 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.050 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
0.Z27 OiBPO4 200.000 5STPOW 50.000 
AEF HCE VILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD *DTS215 PAGE 774
 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









IJJ 0.2 _ ___ 
0.0 
-0.4 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.,0 Q.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 









a.So ALPHAB 10.030 
O::o3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI O.0aO 
o 0.22? OBPOW 100.000 BSTPOW 50.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA11 3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARO) *0T8215" PAGE 775 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES-
 MACH 2
 





0.4 .Li . _._?00.. 
:2 0. 
0. 9 '0.56 0.0 

. 06 BETA4. 0.00 ALPA *0
0
 
NACH L.0i0 ALPHA0 .. 000
 
0.1P 0 .00.000 BTPOW0009 . 0
 
RECERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8215* PAGE 776
 










-0. .0.1 0.2 0.3 o.4 0.3 o.6 0.7 U.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYNBO DELTAX Y's OCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q - 90 0.079 0.00 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 10.030 
MACH 2.000 ALPsAT 0.000 
OREP0 100.000 USTPOW 530.000 
AVVCRENCC PILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARDJ *0T8215* PAGE 777 











DOA CHR.PSTON / 
-0.4 
0.1 o. .3 0. 4 0. 5 0.8 0.71 0.0a 0.0 1.0 
STMBOL CELTAX Y.0 OtLTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 













AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8221o PAGE 778 



















aL 0 2 - 3_ 
_ _4 _ _ _ _ _ _ B E A , O O A P H B9 o~ 
-0.4 
%0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5I 0.4 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
- LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUEStinseL OELTAX V'S OCCTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.901o -043 O.SJ7O 0.120 
WACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.00040.103 




AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T6221* 










-0 .4 . . .,. .. 
- 0 . , . 0 .1 0 . 9 0 . 3 0 4 0 . 3 . O .? ' . 0 0 .9 t . 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
syms DZLTAX 




0 5 6 5 
DELTAZ 











AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8221. PAGE 780 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










-w0.42 . .o" .4_ 
0.0 
-0.4 
70 .Qo.0 0.t 0.4 ass 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/8 DELTAZ 



























-j0.4 ____._,__ 0._ O._ 
a-, 
-0° 
. O° 09 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.? 0.0 o.g . 
3VyhIt OtLYAX VTB DeLTAZ 




0.505 0.220 BETAMACH 0.0002.00O AIPHASALP"Al - 0.000 
V 0.220 CPPCW 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8221* PAGE 782 















0.t 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/ CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
S0.144 0.79 0.226 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB - .901 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.220 C oP :Co0o0 BSTPOW 0.000 
GEFERENCe ELE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *0T8221* PAGE 783 











C... , . .. .. ... . . , 




















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8221. PAGE 784 
1 It 









O00.0.. 1 O.9 0.3 0;4 0.3 0.6 0.7 11;6 0.9 1.o 
'LOCAL CHORD PO-SITION. XIC * 
syks t DCLTAX T/B VELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-0.39t 0.879 0.908 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.082 
(3.920 MAC" 2.000 ALPHAI 0.0130 
0.0PO, O.000 BSTPOW O.000 
AEDC VA 
REFERENCE FILE 
0.G3MDAC BOOSTER .CANAR3 ,T.221 PAGE 785 














0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
syhsO "ELTAX Y/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
0.143 0.565 0.120 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 4.070 
0:103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
0.22, OaBPO% 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD2 -DT8222" PAGE 786 
1.4 




















0.3 0.4 O.5 0.6 













AEDC VAILS3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) .oT8222- PAGE 787 










- .00.1 0'2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 O.7 0.80. O 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/S DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0 .1 4 4 0 . 6 5 0 .2 1 B T A 0 .0 0 0 A L P H A S . 7 
Ooi030.2z MACHCepw 2.0000.000 ALPHATBSTPOW 0.0000.0.4 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8222. PAGE 788 










0.R6PSTON .LLA / 
SvNS0L OLttAX Y"8 DELTAZ 
S 44 0.879 o.tSf 
:103 
Atr[ft9Nc9 FILE 





















C', TA ______ META,_ _____ 
"08 . .1~ 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 a.? 0.6 0.9 * 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
YBDLTX0. 44 YIa0.500.1 DELTAZ0.2T­tO ,3 .4 0.3 0.0 o. PARAMETRIC VALVESasO nSP Ooo 
a03 MACH 2.000 ALPMAI 0.00 
0 *:t 0R0POCt 0.000 #aP0W 
0.000 
UCFEEENCt FILE 
AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8222- PAGE 790 































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) "0TB222" PAGE 791 
1.4 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 













0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 *o.8 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
0yM8C OELTAX Y8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.30 
0A520 








ORBPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
uEcrznCe FILE 
AEOC VAII 3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -0T8222* PAGE 792 







AECV16-NR)*D82-PG DCBOSE 9 
-.. . 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 _.30.8 a.4 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMBOL OtLTAX T/B DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1:520 MACH e.00 ALPHA] 000 
IED. FLER 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES 




























ORSPOW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) 01T8223. PAGE 794 
















-0. 0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.$ 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL CCLTAX Y's DELTAZ



















CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 












"0. 0 . 2 0 .2 0 . 3 0 .4 0 . 5 0 .8 0 .7 0 . . 9 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 
f0:03 








0.92, GonPow 0.000 CaTFOW g.oon 
neVERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER [CANARD) *DT8223- PAGE 79G 











". 0.2 0.3 04 0.5 0.6 0. 0.6 0.9 2. 








0.000 ALPHAB - .002 
13 M,-MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0 .22 SoPOW 0.0ot BSPOW 0.00a 
GVEREflCEBOOT . 
AEOC VA? 163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANAROJ *DT8223- PAGE 797" 











-0. 0.1 0.2 0 0.3 0.4' 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
tMHOO 0OILTAX Y"B DELTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
044 0.586 0°.28 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 0.00L 
0',03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
S 0.226 8P0W 0.000 6STPOW 0.000 
eFCZRCNCC FILE 
AEDQ VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER 'CANARD) *DT8223. PAGE 798 










0*.1 Boa 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.0 o.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X-C
 
PARAMETRIC VALUVESYMBOCl OELTAX va DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.00t0.144 	 0.679 0.228 
UACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000o.3os 
















z 0. 0_00._40 0._ _.___e 0. |.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELYAX Y/a DELYAZ PARAMETRTC VALUES 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8223* PAGE 800 























" 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 















AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8223* PAGE 801 





































AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8224. PAGE 802 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8224* PAGE 803 













O.S 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.8 0. .0 














0.2ORU POW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.Oa 
IWPLRCNCC FILE 
AEDC VA1183 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) 0T8224* PAGE 804 











0 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C" 
SYMSOL
':14 DELTAX Y/Sa.0 DELTAZO.2 BETA PARAMETRtC VALUES.0.0.0 ALPHAS 9.000 
0. 3 0ACH 2.000 WHAT 0.00O 
-0.144 0.0 0.55BTA0,2 BPOW *0.0000.000 AL7PHASSTPOW 5.0000.000 
ADr1MDc BTtte 
AEDC VA1163 NOAC BOOSTER CCANARO) *0T8224* PAGE 805 




















.0 hf~ .o 
2 .- 2 0fl 0.25oE C 0.000 ASTPA 5.000 
H979VE~CE FILE 
AEDC VAIIS3 MOAC BOOSTER~ CCANARO) a4T8224# PAGE 806 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES- MACH 2
 













_ _ _ __ _ 
__ _ _ _ _ _ 
S0.2 
-0.4 
-. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 .6 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORO POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL CELTAX Y/B CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0.144 0.879 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 3.009 








AEDC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANAROJ *DT8224- PAGE 807 
____ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 













_ _ _ 




0. . .. ......... 
_ _ _ _
 




0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.70.8 0.8 0.9 2.o
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C

SYMBOL ELTAX Ye OELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
- 0.391 0.565 0.900 BETA 0.00D ALPHA8 5.009
 0.520 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000
 




AEOC VA113 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8224. PAGE 808
 













- 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7, 0.8 d.9 








0.000 ALPHAO 5.009 
0.520 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
OR0POW 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
.AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8224. PAGE 809 

























0.3 04 0 3 -0.6 




ARAM TR C VALU ES 
0.000 ALPHAS 




OEVERENCC FILEAEDC VA113 MDC BOOSTER 
-DT.225o TCANARD) PAGE 810 










0*2.1 0.2 o.3 o.4 o.9 0. o.7 o.8 . ~ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB CELTAX Yze DICLTAZ FARAMETRtC VALUE3 
O 43 
:',03 









AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -DT8225. PAGE 811 











(if "0 . 0 4 _ __T _ _L B 
-Q 
- 0.4 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-0 6.0oJ 0.2 0.3_ 0.40.30. 
__ 0. 0. 0 
0.00 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 












0 0.226 BPW 0.000 BTPOW 0.000 
RnCVRENCE fILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8225. PAGE 812 































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 













AEOC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8225o PAGE 813 














0.2 ° 45 
a­
0.000 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 o.e 0.? 0.0 0.9 -- .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
tyuaeO ELTAX V/B OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 







,0a OOPOW 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000 
REFERECE FILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8225, PAGE 814 































0.3 :0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 NOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8225" PAGE 819 













,.1 0.2 013.  
SYMBOL OELTAX Y/O OLTAZ 
Q - o.fo 0.365 0.008 
0.20 
*EBcvat1fC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) 
0.4 0.0 6 


































0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYmOSt OELTAX YtS OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.390 
.o0 
0.679 0.000 SETA 
MACH 
0.0002.000 ALPHAS ALPHAI 
10.00E0.000 
ORIPOW 0.000 8STPCQ 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1183 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) oOTS225. PAGE 817 















-0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 o.s 0.0 .O 
SYMOO DELTAX y/s OELTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
.4 0.55 0.10 
"ETA 0.000 ALPHAB 
- 9.900 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.145 
oAOPow 0.000 8STPow 0.000 
R*VEALNCE VILE 
AEOC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8231- PAGE 818 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
a * -B---r* -1------r -r-1-r,- -rrr-r -,ri-r -11rr -r-i---- ---­ rr -r -­ r­
2.4 
1.4 

















0.3 0.4 0.g ' .4 0 .7 














AEDC'VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8231. PAGE 819 












0.0 055 .0 
0 0.___0.2 00. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
SYMO(X DELTAX Y/e OELTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 









AEDC VAII63 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8232. PAGE 820 































0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 
















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8232- PAGE 821 











LIi 0.4 _ _ _ _ 
Lj -0.6 0 03-0. 0_ 
__0_,_0, 
__ __ 8_ ___ 0.9 
-O 
S 0. 
_____ A___OO __ AHA_ 
-0.0 
0.1 0.2 0.3- 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 e.g 1.0 
*7M004. CeLTAX -Y'8 OELTAZ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 0.565 0.105 13ETA 0.000 AIPHAB 0.00 
:2,3MACH0 015oflOpow 2.000 0.000 ALPHA: BarPOW 0.000 0.000 
RA ARENCEBILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD3 oDT8233. PAGE" 822 
_____ _____ 
_____ 

















a.% 0.2 0 04s.4 0. 0 0.7 0.0 0.9 1;0 
LOCAL-CHORD POSITION. X/CPRAEICVLS 
2 
We8 DELTAZ AE~CVLE 
SETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.000 
sfDL.t CELTA 
0.041 0.079 0.105 
.13 "ACH 2.000 *ALPHAI 0.000 
OREPOW 0.000 USYPOW 0.0000 0.165 
IERENC FIE 
AEOC VA11E3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *0T8233- PAGE 823 

















-0.0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.9 0.0 0.7 0,0 0.0 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL oatAr VB OELIAZ PARAMETAC VALUtS 
0.041 0.963 0.105 SETA 0.000 
ALPHAB 5,033 
oOR 0.103 mACh04P0 2.0000.000 ALPHAK83TPOW 0.000,0oa 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER [CANARD) .0T8234- PAGE 824 








-0.1 - .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, "X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y/8 OELTAZ 
0.041 0.670 0.105 
0.203 
0.1O*65 
RR~N CE ME 




























L . 0.10.20_0.40. 
0. 01.2 03 .4 0. 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMO0 OLTAX Y/0 DELTAZ 































O .G'" ". 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 .0.2. 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
jlyma DWLTAX004 Y'S0 DELTAZ0. 03 0.*405 0..0. B0TA PARAMETRIC VALUESALPHA 90.96 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
0 0.65 OERPOW 0.000 SSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8235* PAGE 827 
__ _____ 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 










014 0. 0.0 04 
 O___* 
_ 0. ______ 
______ 
__,___ 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
8yNO VAXYs DELTAZ 
 PARAMETPI¢ VALUES
S0.143 0.3as 0.152 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.020
0.103 
 HACH 2.000 ALP"Al S.000­0.220 
 merw 100.000 63TPOW 30,00 

















0.4 " ""0.40. 	 0.$ . 0.? 0. 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
 
S M O C C EL T A X Y ' s O L T A Z
ast 	 BETA 0.00 . 9
a.L143 0.79 	 P A R A M TR ICALPHA0.-V A L U t $ 44 

0 	 .0 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt $.000 
:22e PsTPOW O./00 OLBPOCALCHR00 S 

ugrcn[kcc FILE 
AEOC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) 	 *DT8242* PAGE 829
 













Li. - i l , 
1 .0. 
___4. 0. 6 0. 7 . 0.0 1.0 
SYMBOL DELYAX 'Y/B DELT4Z 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C -
PARAMETRtC VALUES 
0.: 4.1103 0.000 0LPHA MACH ALPHAS 4.926 ,.co 
S 0.26 ORBPOW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
REPE9NCE FILE 
AEDC VAI13 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD *DT8242* PAGE 830 



























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) oDT8242# PAGE 831 
CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES MACH 2
 
















0 . 2 O .2 0 3 0 .4 0 .5 , 0 .6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C 
Y/S OELTAZ0 0.05. 
0.6 







0 .0 0 .9 * 
PARAMETRtC VALUESALPHAS 0.018 
2.000 ALPHAt $.0008TPOW 0000 
LT8243.PAGE 832 










SYMBOL VELTAX V/8 DELTAZ 
S0.243 0.879 0.151 
0 1 3 -0. 226
REFERENCE FZLM 
AEOC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER 
o.3 
CA0AR3 
0.4 o.3 o.6 



























O.1 0. 0 4 6 0.7 0.0 0.9 2.0 
LOCAL CHORD-POSITION. X/C 
SYMOCC OELTAX T/8 OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- .144 0.565 0.220 BETA 0.00 ALPHAB0. 1 
0.103 - MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.100 
.0 2 OBPOW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
RAC RMOC BILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) -DT8243* PAGE 834 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 














4 Oe! 0 









0.20 0.1 01.0.0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 





























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 





PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) DT8244. PAGE 836 

















-°0] .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
0.7 o.8 o.9 t.0 
oy"ECC DELTAX Y's DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0143 0.871 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPMA, . 
1103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
0.11, o ePC 100.000 83TPOW 30.000 
REFERENCE VILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) o0T8244. PAGE 837 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 




























0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEDC VAII3 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8244" PAGE 838 














-0.2 LOCL CORPOITONXI 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
$yMOm OKLTAX V/8 0CLTAZ 
- 0.144 0.s79 0.228 
0.103o 22 
ncvcEnNCc FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) 
0.4 0.5 0.6 









































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
















AEDC VAI13 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8252. PAGE 840 















a.. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0 










0.000 ALPHAB 4933 
0.10 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 9.000 
0.226 OABPow 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) -0T8252" PAGE 841 
1.0 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 









-° 0 ' . 0 .2 0 . 3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 C._ o . 8 . 9 1 .0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB*L OetTAX Y/B OLLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0 44 0.65 0220 BTA 0.000 ALPHAB - 4.933 
0:!B3 MACH 2.000 ALPHAt 3.000 
.26 ORPO .000 BSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) -0T8252. PAGE 842 
CHOROWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 












o . 1 . .. 0i0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.? 0.6 0.9 1.0 





















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8252o PAGE 843 











0. 2 8 OOO SP ,O 
00.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.7 08 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
STMB 0 ELTAX Y/5 DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE$ 
W.O0O ,:144 0.565 G~t~t SETA 000 APASLPOA .20.0.0 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER [CANARD) oDT8253o PAGE 844 












--0.8 4 089 0|1BTA OOO APA .

-i0.2 
0 0.2 , o Po O.00 OSTPOW 0.000 
nEVERENCE FtLE
 
AEC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER .CANAR0) TT8253P 845
PAGE 












4 .6 .2 









0.2 0. 02 . 04 . 00 
LOCALeC HRDPOIIO. / 
. 0.00 0.0PO 0.0 
AEDC VA11S3 M-DAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *0T8253* PAGE 846 
1.4 






















0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 















AEC VAlI163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8253" PAGE 847 
















0.4 __0_8TA __ AP______ 
-i0.6 o__0___5 04 .50. __ __ __ o___0.9__ 
hI 0.2 6 P ,00 BTO .O 
-0.4 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB00{ OELTAX Y'B OZLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALU.tES 
- ,0144 0.585 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.010 
a 0 ACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *OT8254* I PAGE 848 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
r rr

































0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 















AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (CANARD) *DT8254" PAGE 849 






Sa°,08 0.1 __.__._._ 
C 
,4 
-W 0.44 0.65 0.2 
 BETA 0.000 AL
 
0 ._3 MACH 2.00 ALPHAI S.000
o 0.126 0 5 .P2T 0.000 AZTPOW .000 
REERENCE MILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) oDT8254. PAGE 850
 


















o.3 0.4 o.5 o.6 














AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) DT8254* PAGE 851 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 













S . 0 30.0.4 














0.0o 0.000 SSTPOW 1OO.000 
REFERENCE MEL 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARDA LOT826I.PAGE 852 












SyMSC& OELTAX Y/S DELTAZ 























0.. o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0. __.0.0.8 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C , 
SyMD VELTAX0.041 Y/BI0.565 OELTAZ0.106 aETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS - 4.006 
o103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.164 ORBPO 0.000 GSTPOW 200,000 
REVEReNCE VILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER ECANARD) -DT8262o PAGE 854 
CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES |. ~ I'D I I - MACH 2 FI I II .O . . I 












W 0*. 0.2 0.4 u's 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMBOL DELTAX Y,9 OeLTAZ 



































0 .1 0 .2 0.4.3 O .5 0 .0 0 7 0 8 0 * 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMOCC OELTAX V/13 OCLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 









0.264 OnPe 0.000 1STPOW 10006 
REFERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8263. PAGE 856 











-0 ol 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
DELTAX Y's DELTAZ 
0.041 0.879 0.1060 CIS 
o:,64 
garteN¢e PILC 




o. a 0.0 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 







CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
, 1 Ij'uj j1 I iI a U 



























0.3 0.4 0. 0.6 














AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8264. PAGE 858 





































AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER COANARD) *DT8264- PAGE 859 












0.0 01 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 o.e 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SVYBOL DELTAX y/6 OELTAZ 

































C-0.Li-.a- . . . 
-~s0.4 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 1.0
-,0:s 0.2* 0.3 0.4 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC
 
PARAMETRIC VALUESSYMBOL O CTAX Y S DCLTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.0oS 
0 41 0 79 0.10 6 
0 30 MACH '9.000 ALPHAT 0.000 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8265. PAGE 861
 
































0 .3 . 0 .4 0 .5 . 0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
0 . 7 
arTA 
MACH0.0POW 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) -DT8271. PAGE 862 












-0 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.? 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SYMB6L OELTAX Y/s OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.179 0.879 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.930 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
teBpw 100.000 eSTPOW 100.000 
RVEFRENCE FILE 
AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARO) *0T8271- PAGE 863 










-0. 0.2 0.W 0.4 0.5 0.6 _ 0.8_o 0.9 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. XIC 
SYMBOL0 DELTAX0.179 vot0.565 OELTAZ0.206 ETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAS . 4.000 
MACH a.000 ALPHAX 0.OO. 
0.p0 100.000 esTPOW 100.000 
LCLCROPSNC IO.L/ 
AEDC VA113 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARO) *0T8272. PAGE 864 














Ld 0. 7 .7 ~ O 
LOA HODPSArN /
 










AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD *DT8272* PAGE 865 









n hi 0.8 









W 0. 056 0|0 BT OBO AH_ ,O_
 
-0.4 
_____ ____ _ 
.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.e 0.? 0.9 .9 t 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C
 
SYMBOL. OeLTAX Y"6 0ELAZ PARAAHEIC VALUES 
a . %.79 0.565 0.106 BETA 0.000 AL-PHAS 0.050, 
MAC" t.ooo ALPHA? 0.000 
onBPO4 100.000 BSTPOW 100.000 
REFERENCE FILE 




CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER CANARD PRESSURES - MACH 2 
1.4 






























-0.4O.00 8TPW SO.0 
SYMBL VAIIA 3 MDAC BOETER PARANARRI VD73ALE S 7 










-. 0, 0.1 0.21 0.3' 0.4 O.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 %.a 
LOCAL CHORD'POSITION, XIC 
SYMBOLQ DELTAX.a7s I's0.565 DELTAZ0.206 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES0.000 ALPHAD $.ago 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA. 0.00 
-05P.O 100.000 ATPOW 5O0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI1S3 MDAC BOOSTER CCANARD) *DT8274. PAGE 868 























. 0.4 o.3 















AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (CANARD) oDT8274* PAGE 8 




















a 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
 C.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0
 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION, X/C
GyUo OELTAX Y/a OELTAZ 
PARAMETRIC VALUE$
 0 .- 0.179 0.565 0o.i6 

BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 20.050
 







AEDC VAII3 MOAC BOOSTER CCANARO) *DT8275. 
 PAGE ,870
 










1±. 0.-----_____ _ 
-0.4 
--°4 
C,,. . .. .. . ., 
-0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
LOCAL CHORD POSITION. X/C 
SyMBsC DELTAX Ys ELTA? 
Q - 0.179 ,0.879 0.106 
REFERENC FhLE 































eae~ 40 cc a a0io Z" 10 0 ISO8 200 220 40 200 200 300 52O 340 600 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
syma DEL TAX0 43 'X L2.000 DELTAZ0.220 BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES.O ALPHAS 9.95 
. 102 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.227 ORPO 100.000 B3TPOW 0.000 
REVERCNCE PILE
 
AEAC VA1163 MMAC BOOSTERERBASE A TET8211 PAGE 872
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 















-0.4 a 20 40 go 00 to() tZo 140 tOo too 20O 220 240 6Oo Rao Sao 320 i40 ISO 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMS OELTAX W/L DELTA/ 1ETA 0.000 ALHAB - .952S0.144 .000 0.151 











AEOC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) ET8211. PAGE 873
 










-0 t o 40 40 40 00 120 140 160 180 200a 20 SAO 260 aa0 30j' 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 





w 0.227 MACH 2.000 ALPMAI





AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8211- PAGE 874
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4---- __ 























80 100 120 140 160 t80 200 220 240 200 280 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUE 
MtTA 0.000 ALPHAB 
MACH 2.000- ALPHAT 






AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8211. PArf 875 









- . 0, So 40 So so too 120 140 60 180 2 00 220 240 too 80 300 320 340 60 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP ENTERLINE, THETA
 
s:y"B' OELTAX k/L DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3
w3 |.oG 0.120 ETA 0.00 ALPHAS - 4.09 
.0::44 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 
0.226 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8212. PAGE 876
 














-O,8 0 20 40 40 so 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 220 240 260 280 Boo 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA.
 
SYMBCC VELTAX X/L OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a,144 t.000 0.131 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 4.935 








AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER COASE) .ET8212- PAGE 877
 


























-0.6 0 0 4 0 b S So 1 0 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 IS0 340 30 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA
 
SYMBOL OELTAX X/L 0ELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.000 0.228 	 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 4.955 
0.103 	 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 




AEDC VA11G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) 	 *ET8212* PAGE 878
 












aO. ED 40 GO so 100 120 S40 %60 lea 200 Eau 240 	 260 goo 300 San 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYS480 CELTAX W/t DELTAZ 	 PARAMETR IC VALUES 
- 0.290 t.060 0.00 	 arTA 0.110 ALPHS - 4.935
 
MACH 9.000 ALPMAI 0.000
 




 AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) 	 *ET8212 PAGE 879
 













-0 .6 0 20 40 GO so loo 20 140 sea 180 zoo 20 240 260 - M -309 320 340 Sao 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMBO VELIAX X/L OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE5 
- ao143 1.000 0 .220 BETA 0.000 ALP"AB 0.027 
2 0°|03 KACH 2.000 ALPHAT -0.000 
0 O.ZZ , ORSPO 100.000 esTpow 50.D0 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) -ET8213. PAGE 880 
























#0 IUD 120 140 sea IGO 20 220 240 20 28300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 






AEOC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) oET8213o PAGE 881 
___ 























 0 80 10 10 14 
 180 200 e20 240-260 280 300 320 340 Sa0 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE.-THETA
 
SYMBOLt 0ELTAX 9/'L DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
-0 43~ 1.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 0.02?103 

MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000
0 .2 2 ? 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8213. PAGE 882
 
1.4 















-O 0.0 Q 40 so so 900 120 140 too ISO 200 220 240 260 too 003034 6 




0 _ 0. 1.000 0.908 

SYNOBc DELTAX X/L OELTAZ 
9 0  	 0 ETA 0 coo ALPHAO 02 7 
MACH t*OQO ALFHA 1 0:00, 
ORBPOW 10.000 9STPOW $0.000 
ArEFRENCE FILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) 	 *ET8213. PAGE 883
 















-0.6 0 a0 40 So so t00 12O 140 too ISO too 220 240 260 a00 320 340280 56; 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA'
 
SYMLAX XO ELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.143 1.000 0.220 BETA 0.000 ALPAO 5.-41
 
0. 3 MACH 0.2ALPHAT . 0 
0226 00 P 200 00 0STPOW30.00 
FNER A EreNLMCE 

AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) RET8214I 884
PAGE 









uI 0.52___- _ ____ 
-




















VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) -ETB214- PAGE 885 



















0.6 0 20 40 go 0 
SYHOC CELTAX 










too 120 140 10 180 200 220 240 260 2e0 300 520 340 BOB
 




BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.041 
.ACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ORSPOi 100.000 OSTPOW 30.000 
AEDC VAII 3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8214. PAGE 886
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 






















0.a 20 40 00 s0 t00 120 140 to0 180 too 220 240 280 too 300 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASUREO FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
PARATRItnC VALUESfly~eot CELTAX /Lt CELTA? 
BETA 0.000 AIPHAG 5.a410 .o 1.000 0.000 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
 
ORSP. 1O00,000 8STPOW 30.000
 
REFERENCE VILE 
AEDC VA1IS3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8214* PAGE 887
 

















-0.0 €0 no 40 40O 00 100 29!1 $40 160 80 200 220 240 260] Rao 300 ago 340 seau 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
P=ARAKETR It VhLUE3 
SYMBOL DELTAX X L VELTAZ BtTA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.30. 
-- 0 14:3 1.600 0 t20 MACH 2.0010 ALPHA][ 0.00o 
oftePOw 100.000 133tpow 30.0000 1"5 

AtfarRENCC FILE 
AEBC VA116G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) -ET8215" PAGE 888
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
*o 1-1 ii -r-r-i• r---i i -- i r--r -- rT *--t- p i -rr-i -rr- -rr1 r-r- r
n *i* I-I-Ii --- r -rr 













0.4- 0jLj _O H6 U 
U)(n) 






60 1;04000*0 120o 140 160 too 200 220S 240 280 280' 300 320 340 0 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
OvtOat CELTAX *'L DELTA? PARAMETRIC VALUrS 
1.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.0302-0.245 

0.103 MACH '2.000 ALPHAt 0.000
 




AEDC VA1IG3 MDAC BOOSTER [BASE) *ET8215. PAGE 889
 



























0 t0 40 60 go 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 280 280 300 se0 340 300 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
sYmBO OCLTAX XML OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.143 1.000 0.226 aETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.030 
.0', 03 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 0.000 
O.t'ORBPOW 100.000 8STPOW 50.000 
reFRENCE VILE 
AEDC VAI113 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8215- PAGE 890
 











-0.40 0 _ 4 0 
-3, 







0909 __o__ BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.000 ALPHAS 10.030 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA0 .2000 
0.P0 180.000 BSTPOW 90.000 
RAFRFNCE ELH
 
AEOC VAIIS3 MDAC BOOSTER COASE) *ET8215o PAGE 891
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.e -






- a.0 0 40 60 so too 220 140 lea too too 220 240 260 260 3o0 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
SyMSCC MELTAX #ZL DZLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0 43 Go0 O1)Z BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
L3 MACH 2.000 ALPHA. 
0.226 OROPOW 0.000 B3TPOW 
mrcFRENCE FILE 

















-0.6 0 ma 40 so so too tao 140 to ISO 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 300 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLIME, THETA
 
sy"B a rLTAX XIL CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
I t°4 3 1.000 0.151 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 9.981 
0.105 MACH 2.000 ALPHA[ 0.000 
0.22, ORSPO 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
IremRNce rILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8221o PAGE 893
 






















Ica 120 140 too ISO 200 220 240 to0 too 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 






AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER -[BASE) *ET8221. PAGE 894 













-0.4 a 0 4 o 0 Io 2 0_ld IO 2 4 
-0.620 40 80 *0 iqo 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 30 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
Q 0.301 1.000 0.908 ETA a.000 ALPHAQ - 9.90a 
0*20 
SYmBs DELTAX XL OELTAZ 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
OROPOW 0.000 OSTPOW 0.000 
REFERENCE PILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8221" PAGE 895
 
- - - -
RADIAL:DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.4 
- - _ _-












0 "0 40 go too 1O20 140 160 ISO too 220 40 260 280 30O 0 340 360 
ANGLE' MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMOC' OLLTAX !X/L OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0 .34 2.000 0.220 BTA 0,000 ALPHAS - 4.970 
01,03 MACH -2:00O ALP"Al O.0O 
0.220 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER BASE) -- ET8222. PAGE 896
 





U... . . 
-0.6 
- aO 20 40 60 00 too 120 140 let) ISO too Z20 240 250 too 30D 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
syms DELTAX X/L OELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALVES 0 440..4O 0.151 BETA-.- - ALPHAS 
0:103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0 .Rm0e np 0.000 b3TPOW 
A FFPRRC.FILA 
































a t0 40 60 so t0 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 200 300 320 340 Sf0 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMBOL DELTAX xL DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.44 1.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHA8 4.9 02-

0.105 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
0.226 0flPow 0.000 BSTPOW 0.000 
NEFERINCE FIL 
AEDC VAI1G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8222* PAGE 898
 













. . . . . . . _. . . _L_ _ . . . . L ... 
REEECEPL
 




RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
I -----------------------------------------------., . , i l I l O j l e l 6 a I I a 























so IO0 10 140 IGO too 200 220 240 280 260 390'6 Sa 
ANGLE MEASUREO FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 





AEOC VAIl63 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) 
-ET8223o PAGE 900 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 













- 0 20 40 60 So too t20 i40 to 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMeCt DELTAX X/L DELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES 
0144 2.000 0.131 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 0.002 
0.103 KACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 




AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE3 *ET8223o PAGE 901
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER'BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
1.* 




















-060 to 40 00 160 200 220 240 eon 
go 100 120 140 ISO zoo 300 Zi0ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
0:144






0 " 3 

































-o.0 20 40 Go Go 100 120 140 10 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 460 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
PARAMETRIC VALUES
SYMBO. vLTAX X/L DELTAZ 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 0.002 
- 0.391 1.000 0.908 
MACH Z.oo ALPHAK 0.000
:520 

RSCPC 0.000 USTPOW 0.000 
VIFEHECE PILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET9223- PAGE 903
 
- MACH 2RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES 





















-0. a no 40 so so IGO 2 0 14 0 16 ISO 200 220 240 aso ISO 3 D 32 ' 4 0 300 




I 4 S .0 0 0 0 1 2 0 

SrNa* 'LTA; X /L OELTAZ 
B E T A G .0 0 0 A L P H A S 5 0 0 9
 
AC H 0 .00 0 A L 6TPOWP A T ,DO O B
BP OW  0 0 03
0 0 3 





AE2C VA163 MDAC BOOSTER BASE) 












-0 . 0 a 
STMOOL OELTAX2 .0a4, 
,:,4O0.PP 





s o 1O0 12 0 140 1 60 t o o' g o o 220 2 40 t o o 2 0 So o s e a 




A12ICH 2.O0 ALPHAt0.000 




AEDC VA1IG3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) 
E S D TPNCN TLI 
*ETB224* PAGE 905 












-0- - 4-0 
0 20 40 00 80 100 120 140 10 180 200 220 240 260 *280 300 320 m4038  
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
SYmOs OELTAX X/L DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.144 1.000 0.228 SETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.009 
0.03 MACH CIoRSP '- 2.000 0.000 _ALPHA?-OSTPOW 0.000 0.oo0 
1EFRENCE FILE 
AEDC VA1153 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8224" PAGE 906 










z-00 . . . ... 
.-a.$ o 90 40 60 40 00 120 t40 160 60 ;00 Po 40 260 280 300 Szo 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMBOL CELTAX xL DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALU q 










AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) oET8224. .PAGE 907
 
__ 





















0. 0 40 so sogo 
sYm$O 0eLTAX XtL., OLTAZ 








100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 230 200 300 320 340 300
 




BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.Oo
 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAK 0.000
 OPC 0.00O O STPOW 0.0O0
 
AEDC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8225. PAGE 908
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
*lg rrr -r--r ---1 -,-lI --t--ti -r--r-rr- rrr rr -t rrio r r r,.











L 0.2 7 
-0.4
 
-0.4 a 2o 40 So 00 1O0 Ito 140 160 ISO 200 220 240 tea too 300 320 30 36 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
PARAM yttI VALUESSYMBOL OELTAX X/L Or4TAZ 
E[TA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 
- 0.144 1.000 0.191 
SACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.000 
0 |3 
 ORSFW 0.000 83TPOW 0.0000: ,oa 
REFERENCE F'fLZ
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE3 ETB225. PAGE 909
 



















2 * OMO 0.0 SPO .0 
0 20 40 ea s0 100 120 140 160 10 20 20 240 260 20 300 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
sY"BCt 0r.LTAX XtL OeLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
- 0:14, 1.000 0.228 aBETA 0.000 ALPIAB3 10.002 
0aMACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
REFERENCE FILE 
AEDC VAI163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8225- PAGE 910
 
1.4 










280 Sao 320 340 360
- a1 21) 40 91 so 100 120 140 160 ISO too" 220 940 260 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
YMB DOLTAZPARANETRtC LTAX /L VALUES 
- a, 0 0 1.000 o.goB BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.002 
a,2 NACH 2.000 AL HA| 0.000 
ILpow 0.000 -STPOW 0.000 
RfteReRNCC FILE 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ETB225* PAGE 911
 


















0 20 40 
 o so g00 120 140 160 180 200 *20 240 200 20 300 320 340 300
 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYHONO DELTAX MXSL DELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
0.04t 1.000 0.103 
 BETA 0.000 ALP$AB - 9.900 
0.I03 
 PACH 0.000 ALPHA 0.000
 
6AC 




AEDC VAI1G3 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) 
-ET8231o PAGE ' 912
 





























80 100 120 140 lea 180 200 220 240 260 260 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.oo ALPHAS 
HACH 2.000 ALPHAT 






AEUJC VAIIG3 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET9232. PAGE 913 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER-BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2 
flr










soG 0 0 0 Jo2 2040 lea too 900" 220 240 ROD too Boo One 340 $60 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMOC& DCLTAX 9/L DCLTAZ PARAHETRTC VALUES 
0.041 1.000 0.105 trA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.O000 
0~Q MACH 2.000 ALPHAT O.000, 
0:1009 CROPO 0.000' OSTFOW 0.000 
RE tRENCE MEL
 
AEDC VA163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) -ET233. PAGE 914
 













220 240 20 200 300 520 340 360 
a 20 40 00 0 10 120 140 la tea 20 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA
 
VALUES
SYMBL OELTA* X/L CELTA! .PARAMETRIC BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.035 0.041 1.000 . oTA Mos 2.000. ALPHAt 0.000ACH 







AEOC VAI113 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE1 















l -0. 0 -O-4 60 _ __ ___0 - 2 - 8 O 20 E0 B0 BO 0 B 4 







ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.00a ALPHAB 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) ,ET8235. PAGE 916 
4.4 























cc too 120 140 160 160 too 220 240 260 ISO 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAT 





AEDC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) .ET8242" PAGE 917 
_ _ 
__ 























0O ao 20 , 40 00 60 100 120 140 1ea 180 200 220 240 260 
 280 300 320 340 i6o
 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
svme CELTAX MAL OELTAZ PARAHETRIC VALUES
 
0.144 1.000 0.228 
 BETA 0.0o0 ALPHAS - 4.926 
003 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA? 3.000
0 0.22 




AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER ICBASE) oET8242- PAGE 918
 











0o.e go 40 40 8o oo 140 180 220 260 300 320 340 380 120 180 900 240 200 























AEDO VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER CBASEJ *ET8243* PAGE 919
 











0 20 40 GO 80 
SYMBCL OCLTAX WZL OELTAZ 







to0 120 140 160 to0 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 
NACH 2.000 ALPHAI 





AEDC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8243- PAGE 920
 
























AEDC VA1I13 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8244* PAGE 921 









- a.2 0 40 Go so 200 120 140 too 280 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 3WO 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLlNE, THETA 
SYMBOL 0ELTAX X/L DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUE3 
0 244 1.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.000 
0:103 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 9.000
 





 AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8244 PAGE 922 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES 
*,g *r-1 rrr* -r-1--i -rT-1-*rrr 














-0.0 0 40 G so 100 1ao 140 160 I80 210 220 240 260 280 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
SYMBOL DELTAX X/L OELTAZ P0ALTRHC VALUS 



































60 too1 120 140 Ito leo too flO 240 tao tai;o3Q0 3-20-40 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
PARAHtTRIC VALUES 
80TA 0.000 ALPHAS 







AEO VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET9252- PAGE 924 















_ _ . . . 
. . . . 
. . . .. 
. 
-0.2,- .4, 
-00 40 60 so 100 120 140 1M 1oo 200 22 40 Pao ao 30 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
SY$004 DELTAX flL 0ELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
a0144 t.000 0.151 OCTA 0.000 AtLPHA$ 0.03 wACm E.000 ALPHAI 
0 OAS oftSPN 0.000BAYPOW 
amtrcse PILE 






RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 











-0.0 0 80 40 c 60 100 12O 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 
OELTAX X/L CELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.144 S.000 0.228 BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 
0.103 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 
0:26 OePOW 0.000 DSTPOW 
REFERENCE FILE 





















-0.4 -6 -s 
320 340 3400 20 40 so Go t0 120 140 t60 1S0 200 220 240 260 280 300 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
-SYMOL OELTAX X/L OLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 5.010 
0.144 1.000 0.1s1 
 MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 3.000
 
0.103 




AEDC VA1193 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) 



















0 0 40 s 0O 100 120 140 160 180 2O 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 36o 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA
 
syuao OCLTAX X/L DELTAZ 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES
 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAB 5.020
 
: 103 1.000 0.2280 44 MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 5.000
 
0.226 




AEOC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) oET8254. PAGE 928
 































s 1.00100po 1200 4 i0 
MEASURE 


























o t0 40 00 40 100 120 140 100 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 300 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
PARAHETRIC VALUES
SYMbCL BELTAX X/L DELTAZ 
0.041 1.000 0.106 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS - 4.S00 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000
.103 
ORBPOW 0.000 OSTPOW 100.000O.12 
REVERENCE FIL
 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) *ET8282* PAGE 930
 
---














-0.0 'a 00 Go too1 120 140 IOU ISO 200 220 240 940 280 soo 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
¥MEL AXOE DLTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0y041 X/L0
OELTAO 
 BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 0.050
 
0 ACH 2.000 ALPHAT 0.0000.13 






AE CC VA1163 MOAC BOOSTER CBASE) ET2G3- PAGE 931 
-0.2 












W . C 











so Sao1 120 140 160 ISO 200 220 240 60 a83 IOe 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAMETRIC VALOES 
BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 





AEDC VA11A3 MGAC BOOSTER FBASE) oET8264 PAGE 932 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
. 0.4 




- 40 60 so 100 120 140 ISO ISO 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 300o° to£ 

ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
SYMBOL, OeLTAX X/L DELTAZ PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.041 1.0OO O.E0G BETA 0.000 ALPHAS 10.050





0 0A'," MRAP -33 AE 
ALOC VA11G3 MOAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ETS2GS. PAGE 933
 
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 
* l ---- -. -,-r-
.. ,-














a. 208 40 60 so l08 120 240 160' too 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 S40 Sao 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA
 
3YMOCC DELTAX X/L OELTAZ PfARAMETRIC VALUS
 
0 a .19 1.000 0.106 	 BETA 0.O00 ALPHASB 9.930 
14ACH 2.000 ALPHAt 0.000 
omSPC 100.000 03TPOW 200.000 
REFERENCE VILE
 
AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) 	 .ET8271. PAGE 934
 






















co0 too 120 140 260 too 200 220 240 260 Rao 300 320 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
PARAEtRtC VALUES 
BETA Q.Q~u ALPHAS 





AEDC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASEY' ETB272" PAGE 935 










a go 40 60 so 100 120 240 160 tea 200 220 240" 260 980 aao 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
ZYM8(XQ DELTAX 0.179 x/L1.00 DELTAZ 0.106 B PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.000 ALPHA 0.050 
MACH 2.000 ALPHAI 0.000 
ORPOW 100.000 B3TPOW 100.00O 
REVERENCE PILE 
AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER CBASE) -ETB273- PAGE 936 









-0.G a 20 40 60 an 
SYMBOL DELTAX xiL OELTAZw - 0.170 1.00 0.106 
OEVERENCE FILZ
 
too 120 140 ISO too 200 220 240 tea 280 3no 320 340 Sea 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE, THETA 
META 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 









AEOC VA1163 MDAC BOOSTER (BASE) *ET8274- PAGE 937
 
RADJAL DISTRIBUTION OF BOOSTER BASE PRESSURES - MACH 2
 








W: 0.2- _ - _ __ __ A HA__ 
0­
0.0 
-0.2 - _ - --­ _ _ _ __ _ 
-0.4 - _ _ 
0 2 40 60 so Ica 120 140 IG0 IS0 200) 220 240 260 280 S00 320 340 360 
ANGLE MEASURED FROM TOP CENTERLINE. THETA 




0.000 ALPH4AS 10.050 
MACH 2.000 ALPHA! 0.000 
ORPOW 100.000 OSTPOW 100.000 
REVERENCC VILE 
AEDC VA-113 MOAC BOOSTER' (BASE3 *ET8275- PAGE 938 
